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Behavioral Risk Management details how to individual and organizational behavior and risk
identify potential mental health and behavioral exposure, measuring the effectiveness of current

Hardcover, 400 pages, problems on the job and outlines the most effective behavioral risk strategies, and introducing new
$35.00 Item #BK-650E intervention strategies to reduce behavioral risk. programs, services and benefits that can be applied

Yandrick offers specific guidelines for evacuating within the managed health care environment.
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ORDER SUBTOTAL

Tax Michigan orders: Add 6%sales tax
~ Canadian orders: Add 7% GST

~ Shipping and Handling:
Orders up to $87 ......................... $6

~ $88 to $499.ss ........................... 7%
Over $500 .................................. 5%

- Canada, Hawaii, Alaska: Add 15% of order total (a minimum charge of
$15.00 applies).Othercountries please call a FAX for shryping chart,~es.

~ ORDER TOTAL (Payable in U.S. Funds)

•Please provide a street address. (UPS cannot deliver to a P.O. Box.)
•Express shipping is available. Call 1-800453.7733 for details.

New! Condensed Supervisor
1~raining Program for Small
Employers LE,.~r~

Mail order form to: PERFORMANCE RESOURCE PRESS,1270 Rankin Drive,
Suite F, Troy, Michigan 48083-2843 or FAX: 810-588-6633

Method of Payment: Check or Purchase Order
(You MUST attach purchase order) • •
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•Supervisory Training Program will help you

meet the mandated b0 minutes of Afcohal

Awareness Training and 60 minutes of Drug

Awareness Training, as well as meet the Writ-
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Now Available in Spanish!

"The Little Yellow Book"
DOT Handbook

•DOT Handbook meets written communica-
tion requirements for safety-sensative em-
ployees

•Meets US department of Transportation's
alcohol and drug training requirements

•Rules are explained by Dr. Donna Smith,
former Assistant Director of the US Deparf-
ment of Transportation

Complete Set: $395 Contains: .Executive Briefing video :'rSupervisors' Alcohol Supplement Video ~iSupervisors'
Information Video 'rSupervisors' Application Video .'rDriver Alert Video ~rSupervisor Leader Training Guides for
Alcohol and Substances ~rFour Employee Handbooks ,iSupervisor Training Manual

SAP VIDEO TRAINING PROGRAM ALSO NOW AVAILABLE!
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PRESf~ENT'S MENAGE

Good News for Strengthening the EA Profession
by George E. Cobbs, Jr., CEAP, EAPA President

love good news and EAPA had plenty of
it in dune. Just in case you haven't
heard the U.S. Supreme Court ruled 7-

2 infavor of protecting the confidentiality of
communications between a psychotherapist
and his or her patient. EAPA filed an amicus
curiae brief to the original case of Jaffee v.
Redmond, concerning a police officer, Mary
Lu Redmond, who, in the line of duty, shot a
man. She then sought counseling through a
licensed clinical social worker, who refused
to produce Redmond's records during the
trial. (See page 6 the March/April issue of the
EAP,4 Exchange for the complete description
of the case and the Supreme Court hearing.)

Peter Rubin, our attorney who filed the
amicus brief for EAPA, has assured us that
the Court's ruling provides the best outcome
that we could have hoped for. He noted that
the opinion: (a) recognizes the importance
to society of treating mental and emotional
disorders; (b) protects the confidentiality of
communications with those providing such
treatment; (c) broadens the court-recognized
definition of psychotherapist to include
licensed social workers along with licensed
psychiatrists and licensed psychologists; and
(d) leaves a door open to the possibility of
recognizing the confidentiality of records
kept by other licensed professionals who
facilitate or provide mental health care.

know you will join me in thanking Peter
Rubin for his outstanding work and Sheila
Macdonald, director of Legislation and
Public Policy, for spearheading this land-
mark efFort on behalf of EAPA.

A Potential Spillover Effect

While the Supreme Court's ruling affects
what is allowed in federal courtrooms, it has
the potential for another effect at the state
level. As the EA profession gains recognition
through state licensure laws, we hope to
gain protection for confidential communica-
tions related to the mental and emotional
problems of EAP clients.

EAP state licensure continues to be an
important topic, and I'm so pleased to
extend congratulations to EAPA Chapter

EAPA EXCHANGE JULY/AUGUST 1996

President John Howard and all the members
of the EAPA North Carolina Chapter who
were successful in gaining EAP state licen-
sure in June.

The victory was announced just about
the time that EAPA chapter presidents were
receiving a memo announcing the availabil-
iry of two versions of the EAPA model state
"Employee Assistance Professional
Licensure Act." The models will provide
much needed support to those state chapters
that are already involved in the fight for state
recognition through licensure.

In the past few years, we have seen the
need to define ourselves as a profession and
to secure a lasting identity. Experience with
outside influence from other professions in
past years and with changes already brought
about through managed care have taught
many of us that we need to protect our
industry's standards and practice through
state licensure. There are many, many other
reasons for pursuing state licensur~to pro-
tectthe provision of core services, to protect
consumers (the work organization and the
EAP clients), and to assure a position for the
EA professional in combatting workplace
drug and alcohol abuse, to name just a few.

It is ironic that on the eve of our 25th
anniversary, some of us are still contemplat-
ing whether we should be licensed or not.
strongly urge chapter presidents and chapter
Legislative and Public Policy chairs to con-
tact the EAPA Headquarters for these model
EAP licensure acts and other materials.
These working documents will support your
valuable work.

An Update on the Accreditation
Process

Another efFort that could strengthen our
profession is an EAPA accreditation process,
based on EAPA standards. Our Accreditation
Committee continues to research this market
and has reported that other firms are already
developing their own accreditation process.
Let me assure you that EAPA has not been
consulted in developing those standards. The
Committee also reported that many employers
do want accreditation; they want to know if
EAPs are doing what they are supposed to do.

Deadline ~x#ended for D~epre~sion in
~~r

The May/June issue of the EAPA Exchange included a survey on the prevalence of depres-

sion in the workplace. Eli Lilly and Company has generously offered to make copies of "In

Good Company," training materials for recognizing depression in the workplace, available

to 50 members; names of those who return the surveys will be entered in a drawing. The

deadline has been extended to August 15, so send in those surveys. And if you need an

extra copy, call Kay Springer at 703-522-6272.
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Accreditation offers EAPA members the
opportunity to take a proactive stance in fur-

ther strengthening the EAP field. We need to
step up to the challenge of managing this
process for ourselves so that we may send
our standards in the direction we want.

Some members have expressed concerns
about the accreditation process, concerns
that must be fully addressed so that we can
act reasonably and knowledgeably. With
that goal in mind, I have appointed an
Accreditation Task Force, composed of
Board members, to provide liaison to the
Accreditation Committee. The Task Force is
chaired by John Hooks, CEAP; Task Force
members include: Dottie Blum, Jack
Freckman, Don Jorgensen, Ted Mapes, Steve
Posen, Jim Printup, and Rick Wall. At this

time, the Task Force and the Accreditation
Committee are developing recommenda-
tions. Ihope to share those recommenda-
tions with you in my next column.

Whatever the outcome, our goal must be
to act on behalf of protecting the quality of
employee assistance programs. By putting
EAPA standards in place in our own work-
place, we have shown that we can provide
the highest quality EAPs. And if employers
want to have their programs accredited, we
should take steps to ensure that the evalua-
tion will be performed according to EAPA
standards. As always, I welcome your
thoughts and comments.

One last note—The EAPA Annual
Conference registration form appears on
pages 40 and 41. Here's hoping we'll be
singing "Happy Birthday, EAPA" with you in

Chicago in November!
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FROM THE COO

On the Road Again
by Sylvia Straub, Chief Operating Officer

ongratulations to the North Carolina
Chapter on the passage of its licen-
sure law. The chapter organized

beautifully and worked hard for this stellar
achievement. Kudos are due also to our
members in Tennessee who have succeeded
in getting the state's "Sunset Subcommittee"
to recommend to the full committee an
extension of the EAP licensure law for four
more years. Thanks to the efForts of Jack
Freckman and others, there's a good chance
that the EAP licensure law in Tennessee,
which was threatened with revocation, could
be emended.

The huge victory in the U.S. Supreme
Court case on confidentiality of psychother-
apists' records is mentioned in several places
in this issue. By a vote of 7-2, the Supreme
Court justices voted to grant a confidentiali-
ty privilege to communications between
psychotherapists and their clients in federal
court cases. The privilege was granted for
records of not only licensed psychologists,
psychiatrists, and clinical social workers, but
also all licensed social workers who provide
psychotherapeutic services. Although EAP
records are not included in the decision—we
did not expect them to be—this decision
keeps the door open in federal courts for
future cases involving EA records.

The Best Part

often tel I people that the best part of my
job is getting to meet members at national
and local conferences and meetings. During
the past two months, I have traveled to
Houston and Milwaukee to speak atthe very
successful annual conferences of the
Houston Chapter and the Southern
Wisconsin Chapter, respectively. Both con-
ferences featured excellent speakers on vital
topics—such as the latest development in
substance abuse treatment, managed care
issues, and successful union-management
EAP models—and chances for members to
network. Ask Brenda Blair to tell you some
of her hilarious Texas Aggie jokes. Jon
Christensen can tell you all about "kringle,"
a delectable Danish pastry, available only in
Racine, Wisconsin and Denmark, as far as
know. He sent five kringles back with me for

EAPA EXCHANGE JULY/AUGUST 1996

COO Sylvia Straub represented EAPA at a recent meeting of the Council of Human
Resource Management Associations, of which EAPA is a member. Shown (I to r) are: H.Cris
Collie, Employee Relocation Council; Patrick B. Stinson, National Employee Services and
Recreation Association; James O. Knowles, Employee Management Association; John A.
Altobelli, International Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans; Dallas L. Salisbury, Employee
Benefit Research Institute; Michael R. Losey, Society for Human Resource Management;
EAPA Chief Operating Officer Sylvia Straub; Richard Creal, College and University
Personnel Association; Joe Jones, International Human Resource Information Management;
Susan Rexer, Employment Management Association; Alex Toschi, National Foreign Trade
Council, Inc.; Arnold E. Eagle, American Council on International Personnel, Inc.; Michael
Forrest, National Association of Colleges and Employers.

Thanks to wonderful
teamwork among the
staff, Board, Finance
Committee, chapters
and members, we
had succeeded in
eliminating the deficit
by last year at this
time and in building a
very small surplus.

the headquarters staff. Thanks, Jon!
In May, I traveled to San Diego for the

Pacific Region Presidents' Retreat. The
region's chapter presidents or designees
exchanged information on chapter issues,
such as membership recruitment and reten-
tion, finances, program planning, and other

topics. We all left the meeting with lots of
ideas to build and strengthen chapters. Some
of them will be shared in the next Chapter
Officers Newsletter.

In early June I had the opportunity to
attend the District I Conference in Atlantic
City. Kudos to Ed Jackson and his splendid
Program Committee for a very successful
conference.

My thanks to our members in District I,
the Pacific Region, and the Houston and
Southern Wisconsin chapters for their gra-
cious hospitality.

Many thanks are due also to chapters in
the Mid-Atlantic Region, which contributed
to the Association's computer fund. The
region includes the following chapters:
Chesapeake, Delaware Valley, D.C., First
State, Keystone, Pittsburgh, Potomac,
Virginia's Blue Ridge, Virginia, and West
Virginia chapters. A large (very large) blown
up copy of a check was presented to me at
the last Board meeting in April, along with
several checks for cashing. The citation that
accompanied the presentation read:

"Whether large or small, whether well-
established, new or struggling, the EAPA



Chapters of the Mid-Atlantic Region support
the upgrade of computers at our
International EAPA office. We appreciate
the dedication and work of the Association
staff. We realize how hard the staff works
and that upgraded computer equipment
benefits us al I." (see page 28 for a look at the
check.)

Progress in Cyberspace

We are progressing with our computer
update. We already have new Pentium
computers and Windows software, includ-
ing internal e-mail. We have installed wiring
for our modems, and as soon as we connect
the wires and select an Internet service, we
will be in cyberspace! In fact, the next issue
of the EAP,S Exchange should carry our e-
maii addresses. it is our hope that e-mail
will facilitate member communication with
the International Headquarters office. We
will also be able to fax from our computers,
and that will make us more productive and
better able to serve members.
We still have a long way to go. We will

be designing a Worldwide Web page and
will be updating our databases into a
Windows environment. The latter activity is
extremely complex and will take several
months. The result, however, will make the
wait worthwhile, enabling us to keep more
detailed and accurate records and provide a
variety of reports to EAPA, its leadership,
and members. We are also investigating the
possibility of broadcast fax capability.

At this writing, we are about to end Fiscal
Year 1996 Quly 1, 1995— June 30, 1996). It
has been a superb year characterized by
many successes for EAPA. In the
January/February issue, I mentioned our
desire to concentrate on finances, member
services, and the 25th anniversary, and i am
pleased to report that as this fiscal year ends,
we have made significant progress in all of
these areas. Thanks to wonderful teamwork
among the staff, Board, Finance Committee,
chapters and members, we had succeeded in
eliminating the deficit by last year at this time
and in building a very small surplus. During
this fiscal year, we have been able to keep
expenses under control, to carry out new pro-
grams, and to continue building our reserves.

In the area of member services, we pub-
lished the 1996 Member Resource
Directory in February. With our computer
update in progress, we should soon be able
to improve responsiveness to member
requests. I am also very pleased that we
have been able to provide training opportu-
nities to chapters through support from Eli
liliy for the "In Good Company" training in
Seattle and from Upjohn for the Obsessive/

Compulsive Disorder (O/CD) training. In
June, members from 10 chapters participat-
ed in a pilot O/CD teleconference that fea-
tured Dr. William Glazer of Yale. From all
reports, the program went very well. Three
more O/CD teleconferences are planned
with Dr. Glazer; two will be in September
and one in October. Chapter presidents will
receive specific information through the
Chapter Officers Newsletter.
We have much to look forward to in the

new fiscal year, including a terrific 25th
Annual Conference in Chicago. A com-
memorative journal, now being developed,
will debut at the conference and will pro-
vide alook at EAPA's past, present, and
future. If you have not yet placed your
advertisementforthis landmark publication,
iYs not too late. Please contact Leesa Kuo at
703/522-6272.
On another note, the deadline for

responses to the Depression in the
Workplace survey that appeared in the
May/June issue has been extended to
August 15. Your response gives you a
chance to win one of 50 "in Good
Company" kits (retail value: $75) in a draw-
ing that will be held at the Annual
Conference in Chicago. So send your
response to the survey today!

• FAST
• ACCURATE
• INEXPENSIVE
• CONVENIENT

For Information Call
1-800-726-0526
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• Proud Traditions

• Innovative Solutions

• Clinical Excellence

• Proven Results

Behavioral Healthcare Solutionss"'

Human Affairs International, P.O. Box 57986, Salt Lake City, UT 84107-0986



EAPA EXTRACTS MEWS TO AND FROM EAPA MEMBERS

The U.S. Supreme Court has made a decision regard-

ing the Jaffee v. Redmond case. See pages 2 and 4

for more information. Hint: It's good news.

In September 1996, EAPA will elect officers for

1997-1998. Only those members whose membership is

current as of August 15, 1996 will be mailed a bal-

lot. 'I`he expiration date for your membership appears

in the right hand corner of the mailing label on the

EAPA Exchange_ For more information, contact Juanita

Padgett, 703-522-6272.
...............................................................................................................................

More news on the status of the EAPA accreditation

process appears in this issue. See page 2.
...............................................................................................................................

It's not too late to send in your Depression in the

Workplace surrey, published in the May/June 1996

EAPA Exchange. The deadline has been extended to

August 1, and survey results will be tabulated and

reported in an upcoming issue of the magazine. When

you submit a completed survey, your name will be

entered in a drawing for free copies of "In Good

Company," the highly acclaimed training program on

recognizing depression in the workplace. handing for

this project has been provided by Eli Lilly and

Company. If you need another copy of the survey, call

Kay Springer at 703-522-6272. Also, send in photos

of your Depression in the Workplace workshop. We

will publish them in future EAPA Etcchange issues.

Look for information on depression in the workplace

in the September/October issue of the EAPA Exchange.

According to a survey by the National Mental Health

Association, Americans miss the warning signs of

clinical depression, mistake this illness for a

"normal" life event, and are confused about the kind

of treatment they need and where to get it. If you

would like to join forces with another association

in fighting depression in the workplace, call EAPA

Headquarters (703-522-6272) for a list of 1996 cam-

paign directors for the National Public Education

Campaign oa Clia:ical Depressioa; or call 1-800-969-

I~II~1HA to locate the nearest local affiliate of the

Nati~al Mental Health Associati~.
...............................................................................................................................

Please note this correction to the chart, "DOT

Alcohol axed Drug Testing Rules by Agency,° published

on pages 30 and 31 in the March/April 1996 EAPA

Exchange issue: Under FHWA (Motor Vehicles), BAC.02-

039, should read as follows: "Minimum of 24-hour

removal from duty."
............................................................:..................................................................

Problems with receiving your issues of the E~tchange?

The EAPA Exchange has just been approved for a sec-

and class permit, which should shorten delivery time

to no more than 8 business days. The magazine is

mailed during the last week of the first month of

each bimonthly issue (late May for the May/June

issue; late July for the July/August issue, etc.) If

you think your magazine is not arriving in a timely

fashion, consider having it delivered to your home

address (fill out the change of address form on page

32). If you ]mow of someone who hasn't received his

or her issue in a while, tell him or her to call

Juanita Padgett at 703-522-6272.

Waat to get your 15 misiutes of fame? The

Communications Department frequently receives

requests from reporters who want to talk with EAP

experts on various issues, such as downsizing,

stress, workplace violence, and others. Since the

last EAPA Exchange was published, National Public

Radio interviewed Tamara Cagney, CEAP; George

Hughston, CEAP; and Terry Markus, CEAP, for a pro-

gram about the effect of divorce on the workplace.

A Business and Health reporter interviewed Judith

Basile, CEAP, regarding bereavement issues in the

workplace. If you were interviewed by the media,

please share that information with Director of

Communications Kay Springer at 703-522-6272. If you

would like to be interviewed, please send your name,

phone number, and list of topics you would be will-

ing to address to Kay Springer, Director of

Communications, EAP Association, 2101 Wilson

Boulevard, Suite 500, Arlington, Virginia 22201.

EAPA Headquarters will offer three workshops before

the 25th EAPA Annual Conference: (1) Confidentiality

and EAPs; and (2) Substance Abuse Professional (SAP)

Training; and (3) Elements of EAP: A Coaaprehensive

Overview. Look for information on how to register

for these workshops in your Advance Program, which

will be mailed in July.
...............................................................................................................................

Special items in this issue: 'The index of articles

published in FY 1996 and the registration form for

the 25th EAPA Annual Conference.

RApA members can acquire professional develap~nt

hours (PD~is) by publishing articles on EAPA content

areas. Six PDHs may be awarded for non-refereed

articles (those not reviewed by an advisory panel

before publication—the EAPA Exchange is a non-refer-

eed journal). This policy is effective for any arti-

cle published on or after July 9, 1994. At the end

of some articles in this issue, we will identify the

content area and suggested number of PDHs to be

acquired by publishing an article on the subject. ►~
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EAPA's 25th Annual erence in

~~
ANNIVERSARY
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE

HELPING EMPLOYEES

Meet Your Hosts for Chicago`96—
AOnce in a I.ifetimeSilver Celebration

hicago, a blend of yesterday, today, and tomorrow, offers EAPA members a feast of entertain-
ment to see, hear, and taste.
For the eyes—plan to see turn-of-the-century landmarks standing shoulder with today's pre-

mierarchitecture and horse-drawn carriages ambling through town alongside the bustling modern
day traffic. More than 35 museums and hundreds of art galleries offer some of the world's finest
treasures. You'll even be entertained by what you don't see when you join in a ghost tour of Chicago,
visiting legendary haunted sites of the Windy City.

For the ears—Chicago is music! Jazz, gospel, blues, symphonic, opera, and folk can be found
downtown, uptown, along the lakefront, in clubs, and concert halls.
For your sense of taste—you can indulge in an endless variety of foods to meet every palate and
purse. With restaurants from A (the African Restaurant) to Z (the Zinfandel American Restaurant),
you'll find a whole lot to like in Chicago!

he Northern Illinois Chapter of EAPA
(NIEAPA) was officially formed in
1975. The chapter was formed after a

series of 1974 meetings of occupational
alcoholism professionals who called them-
selves the "Counselors Roundtable." The
first chairman was Ray Kelly, who served
until 1976 when Fred Wachter became the
first Illinois ALMACA president. (The original
name of Association of Labor-Management
Administrators and Consultants on
Alcoholism [ALMACA] was changed to
EAPA in 1989.)

Through the years, NIEAPA has had a
strong involvement in national EAPA activi-
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ties. Several NIEAPA members have held
either national office or committee positions.
James Wrich, Betty Reddy, and Ray Kelly
were national vice presidents. Scott Cullen-
Benson is currently the North-Central
Region Director. Sally Lipscomb is the
International Region Director. Bill
Schleicher served as a Annual Conference
Site Selection Chair as well as the
Membership Chair. Carol Irons was also the
Membership Chair. Betty Reddy served as
the Chair of the Women's Committee, as did
Joanne Pilat. Brenda Blair has served on the
Women's Committee and the EACC. Jim
Wrich also served on the Ethnic and Cultural

Concerns Committee and on the Standards
Committees. Leo Miller served on the
Publicity Committee.

In addition, the NIEAPA Chapter has been
active in national initiatives, public policy,
and research projects. Currently, we are
actively participating in debates on licensure
and accreditation. We have also done a lot of
work on women's and cultural diversity
issues as well as a small business initiative.

At this time, the NIEAPA Chapter, com-
prising 55 percent of the North-Central
Region, has 350 members. Chicago is proud
to host the Annual Conference on the 25th
anniversary of EAPA.



~_ _

These members of the EAPA Northern Illinois Chapter want to welcome
you to Chicago for an Annual Conference you will never forget!

Cheryl Gandelfi and Karen Pinkney
Registration Committee Co-Chairs

Regis Wasiecko and John Sheridan
Labor Committee Co-Chairs

Neil Stapleton and Denise Eaves
FunRun/Walk Co-Chairs

Michael Garfield
Fundraising Chair

Janice Reisch, Lillie Dulaney and Edie Bernstein
Exhibits Committee Co-Chairs

Gary Cohen and Sheila Dixon
Room Monitor Co-Chairs

Mary Ellen Kane and Leo Miller
Host Committee Co-Chairs

Beverly Younger, Program Committee Co-
Chairand Steven Haught, Chapter President

Michael Goldman, Publicity Committee
Chair and Ellen McGury Stone, NIEAPA
Board member
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TRAINING
FOR SUPERVISORS:

.....................................................

THE KEY TO
REACHING

EMPLOYEES

u

by Karen Hopkins

•
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upervisors help establish an organiza-
tional culture that either facilitates or
inhibits troubled employees from seek-

help in the workplace. Supervisors play
tical role in identifying troubled workers

and in making helpful resources available.
This study looks at both supervisory inter-
vention with troubled workers and manage-
rial intervention with troubled supervisors,
examining who is troubled, attitudes toward
and influences on help seeking and inter-
vention, and the implications for training.

The research was carried out at a large,
nationally recognized manufacturing com-
pany that employs a mix of employees from
different cultures. The data for this project
came from aself-administered question-
naire, qualitative interviews, and organiza-
tion records. Altogether 879 of the compa-
ny's 2000 workers were surveyed, resulting
in a response rate of 68 percent. Eighty per-
cent of the 217 supervisors and managers
participated. Because the focus was on the
supervisor and the work group, every first-
line supervisor was selected for the sample,
and then up to six individuals from each
supervisor's work group were randomly
chosen. Each supervisor's manager was
selected so that the entire work group could
be studied.

Who Are the Troubled Employees?

Approximately 33 percent of workers
reported fairly serious personal problems,
including marital and family discord,
depression, alcohol and drug abuse, stress,
and legal worries. Troubled workers were
more likely to be women, unmarried, with-
out acollege degree, between 20 and 30
years of age, with no children, and with a
record of disciplinary action taken against
them by their supervisors.

Women reported significantly more trou-
bles than men. Women were significantly
more likely than men to report marital and
family problems, depression, anxiety, wor-
ries over their spouses or partners being or
becoming an alcoholic, and worries about
losing their jobs. Men were significantly
more likely than women to report substance
abuse problems. Both Latino and
African—American workers reported having
significantly more stress at work than
Caucasian workers.

Approximately 20 percent of supervisors
reported being fairly troubled, including
having a lot of stress at work (66%), feeling

depressed (16%), being unhappy in their
personal lives (29%), dealing with an alco-
holic parent (12%), having a lot of marital
problems (10%), and drinking or using drugs
that may have hurt their chances for promo-
tion (20°/o). There were no significant differ-
ences in supervisors' troubles by gender.
Latino supervisors reported significantly
more personal problems than all other
supervisors. Findings related to supervisors'
gender and race are tentative and explorato-
rydue to the relatively small number of
women (18%) and minority supervisors
(19%) in the company.

Help-Seeking Attitudes and
Patterns

Supervisors play an important gatekeep-
ing role affecting workers' knowledge and use
of the EAP. Ninety-one percent of supervisors
knew about the EAP and reported that help is
available from the company when someone
has a personal problem. Thirty percent of
workers reported they have talked to their
supervisors about helping resources. Twenty-
one percent of workers went regularly to
supervisors for help with problems during
the past year and 45 percent went occasion-
ally. Eighty percent of workers felt their
supervisors were supportive and helpful
when they had family problems. Eleven per-
cent of workers said their supervisors
referred them to the EAP for help.

Additionally, coworkers' support and
understanding affect employees' use of the
EAP. The majority of workers reported that
their work group discusses personal prob-
lems and that the work group is supportive if
someone needs professional help. When
coworkers are supportive of troubled
employees, male workers are more likely to
get help for their problems. Men are less
likely than women to benefit from a social
support nefivork outside of work. Therefore,
coworker support is especially important to
troubled males. Both troubled workers and
supervisors are more likely to seek "infor-
mal" rather than "formal" helping resources
for personal problems.

Intervention Attitudes and
Behaviors

Supervisors seemed aware of troubled
workers, as most (72%) reported that work-
ers came to them with apersonal/family
problem, or they noticed workers with per-
sonal or family problems during the past



Informal sources of help Formal sources of help
during past year during past year

Worker Supervisor Worker Supervisor

Family 70% 80% EAP 15% 23%

Friend 50% 39% Legal center 28% 37%

Coworker 42% 37% Community 8% 7%

Supervisor 20% 34% Clergy 8% 7%

ManagerN.P. 8% 15%

year. But 36 percent of supervisors reported
not having enough training to identify and
help troubled employees. Most supervisors
(80%) also see helping workers as part of
their jobs, since they report encouraging
employees to come to them for help and feel-
ingcomfortable referring troubled employees
to the personnel department or EAP for help.
Finally, supervisors do intervene to help trou-
bled workers, although most of the interven-
tion is informal, such as talking about the
problem and trying to be supportive (79%).
About half of the supervisors (49%) reported
that they formally refer employees to the per-
sonnel department or the EAP for help. More
managers (71 °/o) refer troubled supervisors to
the EAP, personnel, or community agencies
than do supervisors (49%).

There are no statistically significant dif-
ferences between male and female supervi-
sors' attitudes and behaviors toward troubled
employees. However, in examining differ-
ences by race, Latino and Asian—American
supervisors have less positive attitudes about
seeking help and giving help in the work-
place. And African—American supervisors,
spending less time listening and talking over
problems, reported giving less informal help
to troubled workers than all other supervi-
sors. These findings are worth exploring in
future studies as Latino supervisors reported
having more personal problems than all
other supervisors, and African—American
supervisors were less likely to get informal
help themselves for problems.

Overall, the results indicate that supervi-
sors do help troubled employees, but are
more likely to do so informally than for-
mally. Although the majority of supervisors
know about the EAP, report awareness of
workers with problems, and have positive
attitudes about help giving and seeking at
work, they appear reluctant to actually refer
troubled workers to the EAP. Twelve percent
of troubled workers reported being referred
to the EAP by their supervisor. Eighty-eight

percent of troubled workers who did seek
help from the EAP did so without being
referred by supervisors. This suggests that
supervisors need help translating their atti-
tudes and awareness into more helpful
behaviors.

What Influences Supervisor
Intervention?

Supervisors'own personal experiences in
getting help for personal problems appeared
to make a significant difference in super-
visory intervention with troubled workers.
Supervisors who used the EAP for help with
their own personal problems were more
likely to refer workers to the EAP. Converse-
ly, supervisors who primarily got informal
help for personal problems were more likely
to intervene informally with troubled work-
ers. Supervisor training in identifying and
intervening with troubled workers also sig-
nificantly influenced supervisor interven-
tion. Supervisors who received adequate
training in identifying and referring troubled
workers were more likely to refer workers to
the EAP for help.

Implications for Training

EA professionals can foster positive
supervisor attitudes about helping troubled
employees and help supervisors translate
positive attitudes into more helpful behav-
iors. Supervisors may need more extensive
and comprehensive training in identifying
and referring troubled employees to the EAP,
especially since 74 percent of supervisors
and managers did not find current training
helpful. It seems important to gain a better
understanding of what supervisors need to
help them help troubled workers. EAP staff
should consider utilizing assessment meth-
ods such as supervisor surveys or focus
groups, or informal brown bag lunch semi-
nars.

EAP staff can be more proactive in train-
ing supervisors to meet the special needs of
minority and women workers. Women
workers reported being more troubled than
men, and African—American workers, espe-
cially African—American women, appeared
to be more isolated and alienated. EAP staff
can help supervisors and workers develop
peer support and assistance within work
groups, especially since coworker support
and understanding contribute to workers'
use of the EAP. EAP staff can encourage
supervisors to establish linkages to the EAP.
A supervisory liaison from each department
could be appointed to the EAP to educate
and support other supervisors and work
groups and provide feedback to the EAP
regarding training and consultation needs.

Besides training, it is important for EA
personnel to assess how the organization
supports supervisors in their role of identify-
ing and intervening with troubled workers.
Training, opportunities to interact with work-
ers, and management support of supervisors'
decisions all contribute to positive attitudes.
EAP staff can also determine which aspects
of the workplace management can change
so that troubled workers can get help.
Through all of these actions, EAP staff can
initiate and facilitate supportive interactions
in the workplace.

References for this article are available
from the author.

Karen Hopkins is a member of the
Syracuse University School of Social Work
in New York; phone: 315-443-5550; fax:
315-443-5576.

[content area 3;6 PDHs]
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RESPONSES TO TRANSITION IN THE WORKPLACE

by Ted Bowman and Diane Johnson

espouses to workplace transitions are
as numerous as the employees affect-
ed. Yet, we have tended to categorize

responses as effective or ineffective, teams as
dysfunctional or on-the-move, employees as
resilient or in need of therapy. In this article,
we present a model which suggests that our
definitions of normative, predictable re-
sponses to transition should be broader than
they are now. Further, we name and discuss
specific strategies that can facilitate effective
transitional management and other strate-
gies EA professionals can use in assessing
and working with a range of worker respons-
es to transitions.

Workplace Change and the EA
Professional

The EA professional's focus has historical-
ly been directed toward the individual
employee dealing with personal stresses.0ut
of necessity and by design, many EA profes-
sionals are expanding their attention to the
work organization and the impact it has on
individuals and the work group. This move is
essential because it enables the EA profes-
sionals to understand better the context in
which an individual employee is functioning
and provides an opportunity to offer consul-
tation to supervisors and work units attempt-
ing to create healthy work climates. Among
the catalysts for this expanded awareness of
work environment issues is information from
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employees indicating that among personal
life problems, those created by work are
increasingly significant.

Since 1992, approximately one-third of
the services of the State of Minnesota
Employee Assistance Program has been for
employees with work-related concerns or
for management consultation. As rapid
change has become the routine reality of
work life, the EA professional is in a pivotal
position to appreciate the impact of
change on the individual in the context of
the larger work group. While many models
of change and transition have examined
the impact on the individual or the organi-
zation, we are proposing a model that
looks at the two simultaneously and as
interconnected.

An important premise of this model is
that during times of change, it is normal and
predictable for individuals and work groups
to demonstrate attitudes and behaviors that
are challenging and that can appear nega-
tive to employees, managers, and even EA
professionals. Rather than judging these
behaviors too quickly, there can be value in
viewing them as predictable and healthy
reactions to loss that are deserving of sup-
portive acknowledgment. It is particularly
important that employees and work groups
have a vision and plan to help them choose
how they will move on to a more hopeful
and productive place following workplace
changes.

Attention to Losses, Including Loss
of Dreams

Currently, most workplaces are in some
state of flux. Assumptions about a workplace
in which many employees placed a signifi-
cant degree of emotional investment, have
been eroding or have already eroded. The
loyalty covenant between employees and
employers has been weakened, if not bro-
ken, as cutbacks -and reconfiguration have
become commonplace.

Most employees did not expect these
losses to occur. Indeed, for many, they were
not supposed to have happened. One writer
calls such transitions a loss of assumptions;
another, the loss of innocence; still another,
a crack in the universe. Judith Bardwick
wrote eloquently about individuals losing
what she describes as existential anchors.
We cal I it a loss of dreams. Loss of dreams is
the loss of our imagined picture of the way
things were supposed to be. Or, as one
employee put it, the loss of what you
thought the rest of your life would be like.

Loss of dreams is likened to: The experi-
ence of losing an emotionally important
image of oneself (or job, family, company, or
situation), losing the possibilities of "what
might have been," or abandonment of plans
for a particular future.

Loss, any loss, can take on added signifi-
cance and impact if it also represents a loss
of dreams. According to David Noer in
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Healing the Wounds: Overcoming the
Trauma of Layoffs and Revitalizing
Downsized Organizations, the result can be
"angry, sad, and depressed employees, con-
sumed with their attempt to hold on to jobs
that have become devoid of joy, spontaneity,
and personal relevancy, and with the orga-
nization attempting to thrive in a com-
petitive...environment with a risk-averse,
depressed work force."

In spite of a proliferation of writing about
workplace changes and transitions, few
companies have yet mastered the process.
Losses resulting from workplace changes are
frequently overlooked or not addressed
comprehensively. Too many companies
push, pull, promote, and prod their employ-
ees into the new vision and the new way of
doing things, hoping that attention away
from "the negative" to the perceived "posi-
tive" ("We don't have time for grieving.

WORKPLACE
CHANGES &TRANSITIONS
(some of which can include a loss of dreams)

Probable
Responses-

PERSONAL
(normative responses)

• grief
• confusion
• fear

• depression
• need for social support
\ •anger /

/Probable
Responses—

WORKGROUP
(normative responses)

• increased stress and confiic
• lower productivity
• reduced communication
• reduced collaboration

~ •confusion about roles

Pathways
(which pathway depends on
how changes are addressed)

A B C D
1 1 1 1

deeper new vision turf re-configured
depression of self issues work roles

stress- altered grievances shared
related expectations mission
illness

3 3 3 3
chemical acceptance resignations stron er
abuse sense o~team

4 4 4 4
anxiety future stress perception of

focus symptoms a learning
opportunity

TRANSITION COUNSELING—STEERING AROUND LIFE'S POTHOLES
The EA professional's role during times of transition can be varied and extensive. One

major contribution is to normalize individual and work group responses to change and
loss. There are many individuals with healthy coping abilities who still need reassurance
that being sad, scared, or angry is a healthy part of a grieving process. One means of
normalizing, yet helping, individuals is to predict that they may feel angry and sad for
several weeks. Many workers and managers get frustrated at the slow pace required to
integrate major changes.

Help individuals and groups avoid over-reaction to strong, persistent feelings. Ask
them also to draw on memories of how they or others have coped well or moved on to
an adapted emotional level after past losses. Help them avoid unhelpful comparisons
with other workers by focusing on their unique coping abilities. Further, the EA profes-
sional can help people see that personal and work-related changes, especially those
experienced as losses, affect each other. They are also cumulative. Individuals may
need assistance in taking charge of cumulative losses by breaking them into manageable
steps and by finding appropriate resources for each.

Often, a second intervention is to emphasize that individuals can choose their own path
as well as rely on management direction. Assisting individuals and work groups in identi-
fying what they can control versus what they cannot control during the transition is often
helpful. A specific question could be, "If you don't get what you need from management,
what can you do to live with this in a way thaYs in keeping with your own values?"

Third, there's an on-going need to coach managers and supervisors about their self-

care. Many managers struggle with acknowledging when they don't have answers for
employees or know how best to handle every difficult situation. They may focus so
intently on their perceived management role that they neglect themselves as individuals.
Help them with self-care practices. (Specific comments about the managerial role fol-
lows in the next section.)
A fourth role is to educate individuals and employers about signs of distress over
change and transition, especially symptoms of depression, anxiety, and chemical

abuse in the workplace. Education can take the form of written material distrib-
p uted widely or facilitated discussions with executive teams about relevant men-

tal health issues. Balancing under- or over-reaction to signs of stress is crucial!
A fifth role for EA professionals is to help individuals and work groups acknowl-

edge and grieve losses, including a loss of dreams, while also helping them imag-
ine adifferent future and sense of capacity. Seize many opportunities for aiding peo-

ple in addressing losses. A few words from a manager during regular staff meetings, for

example, can defuse anxiety and isolation. Such initiatives can have a dramatic effect on

the pathway that an individual or group may choose. There is no end to the creativity

that can be applied to this challenge, especially when drawing on the work group. Invite
work group members to suggest processes that can promote health during the time of

change.

We've got customers to serve.") will draw
even the most wounded employee into
compliance and productivity.

The process of experiencing grief and
loss may be characterized by sadness, anger,
and apathy that is an uncomfortable and, at
times, frightening state for individuals or
work groups. The natural tendency is to
want those feelings and resulting behaviors
out of sight as quickly as possible.
Attempting to ignore or pathologize this state
may only prolong the discomfort and con-
tribute to elevated depression.

A Different Path

We believe it can be different! We are
further convinced that careful and caring

attention to both individual and work group
losses is an essential step in workplace trans-
formation. The following model shows what
we believe to be predictable responses to
workplace changes.

When major change occurs in an organi-
zation, common reactions, as shown in the
model, may include increased conflict, self-
absorption, reduced communication and col-
laboration, lowered trust, altered productivity,
and general role confusion. As Woodward
and Buchholz put it, "When change occurs,
something ends." The result is a state of
unease! We believe it essential not to judge
individual employees or a work group pre-
maturely as dysfunctional but to consider that
their reactions may be indicative of an appro-
priate and adaptive state of being.
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Managerial Role

It is essential to help managers or work
groups appreciate that they can choose how
to cope with these early reactions (see path-
ways inmodel). The managerial role in facil-
itating healthy coping with change is very
significant! Tasks that can help a supervisor
or manager move a group toward a more
resilient pathway begin with clear and direct
communication regarding what is and isn't
changing.
A school principal of a building sched-

uled for closure did not want to share any-
thing but "facts" with her staff. As a result,
she shared very little. Morale decreased,
rumors increased, and her leadership was
seen as ineffective. Maintaining trust and
productivity requires regular communica-
tion of what is known and what is not
known.

Regular forums for updates on changes
and reactions can be helpful. Though they
may appear to be unproductive in light of
the traditional definition of productivity,
such gatherings can be extremely important
for employees to be heard, to check out
assumptions, and be included in sanctioned
discussions. A manager can also validate
reactions and feelings.

Conflict seems to elevate during transi-
tions. Hence, it is crucial for a leader to be
able to respond quickly. Team infrastructure

can be stabil izing for those who perceive the
larger organization as crumbling.

EA professionals should attempt to aid
individuals and the group in creating new
roles and priorities, including ways to keep
communication flowing or to address con-
flict during the change process. It remains
important to stay cognizant of individual
employee responsibility, as well as manage-
menYs role, when moving through the path-
ways. In organizations or work groups
where there continues to be tolerance of
abusive language or abusive treatment of
individuals, and a lack of (a)information
regarding what will or will not change,
(b)clarity regarding roles and expectations,
(c)clear and timely response to conflict, or
(d)validation of a group's recent history and
its value to the organization, then those
groups affected usually deteriorate into a less
functional place (see pathways). The results
of that deterioration can include escalation
of turf issues, grievances, resignations, and
sick leave utilization. When this is happen-
ing in a work group, individual employees
who want to function well may need even
more support in seeing and choosing a path-
way of productive coping.

Summary

We are convinced that choices made by
supervisors, managers, and individual em-

ployees can directly affect one pathway or
another. Quality intervention by EA profes-
sionals can help individuals and work
groups move toward resiliency and healing
rather than depression and increased ten-
sion. Such results, we believe, can only be
achieved through attention to losses and val-
idation that the resulting emotional states
can be healthy and necessary. What needs
to accompany this validation is the belief
that each of us has the capacity to redefine
our assumptions and succeed with an
altered view of work life.

References for this article are available
from the authors.

Ted Bowman is aself-employed train-
er/educator who teaches at the University of
Minnesota and the United Theological
Seminary. Diane Johnson is an EA consultant
for fhe State of Minnesota Employee
Assistance Program. Address questions or
responses to this article to: Diane Johnson,
State Employee Assistance Program, 200
University Avenue West, Suite 200, St. Paul,
MN 55703, or call 612-296-5805.

Washington State Passes DFWP Law: Includes Mandatory EAP Referral
by Henry Govert

The Washington State legislature has enacted a comprehensive Drug-Free
;; uvorKpiace ~urwr~/worKers compensation rremium rseauctian (warn) iaw tnat

~: includes mandatory referral to an EAP as part of the package. By approving this
W proposal, Washington State has the distinction of being the first state to require for-

mal EAP involvement in a program recommended by a presidential commission.
Vii:;, (in 1993, the White House Commission on Model State Drug Laws published 42

model laws, including at least three models that are combined in Washington
State's statute.) The law will allow private sector employers a five percent discount

'"~ on their workers' compensation insurance premiums upon certification that they
have implemented all the steps of a comprehensive DFWP program, one that calls
for mandatory referral to an EAP.

While there are some drug testing requirements (applicant, post-accident,
post-treatment) to be eligible for the discount, an employer must establish a poli-

w, cy whereby no employee can normally be terminated for a first violation (including
a first positive drug or alcohol test), but must be given an opportunity for rehabili-
tationthrough a "last chance agreement," with strong EAP involvement.

The law reinforces traditional EAP practice. EAP is defined as "...a program
designed to assist in the identification and resolution of job performance problems

*, associated with employees impaired by personal concerns." To be approved, an
!'~ " EAP must have a "minimum of core services": consultation; assessment and refer-

rai; short-term problem resolution; follow-up and monitoring; employee education;
and supervisor training. Further, in order to be considered as part of the employ-
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er's DFWP program, the EAP must have "(r)ehabilitation of employees suffering
from either or both alcohol or drug addiction" as a "primary focus" and it must
operate "according to recognized program standards."

Because of the primary focus on addiction and recovery, the Department of
Social and Health Services' Division of Alcohol and Substance Abuse (DASA),
which is mandated to provide both the rules for employer certification and "a list of
approved employee assistance programs," is adding requirements that the man-
dated EAP functions be provided in a face-to-face manner, and only by staff certi-
fied as chemical dependency counselors. An advisory committee (with EA profes-
sional representation) is already meeting to assist DASA in developing the rules.
The rules are expected to be finalized in time for employer certification by the end
of August. The list of approved EAPs should be ready by the end of July.

EAP functions specifically required by the statute include:
•assessment of employees in violation of the policy;
•referral for treatment only to approved treatment centers with minimum two-

yearcontinuing care component;
•monitoring the "last chance" agreement, and reporting non-compliance to the

employer within the bounds of confidentiality.
The program also requires the employer to provide supervisor training and

employee education, which would logically be provided by the EAP.
For more information about this law (previously SB 5516), please contact

Henry Govert at DASA, Olympia, Washington; 360-438-8092; (fax) 360-438-8057.
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Makin a Differenceg

Each year, hundreds of members
of the Association of Flight
Attendants (AFA) look to their

employee assistance program for peer
counseling, education, support, and
referrals. Since 1980, nearly 150 EAP
volunteer peer activists have provided
a type of union activism dedicated to
making a better workplace by taking
care of its workers.

Union member assistance pro-
grams (MAPS), such as the one at AFA,
enable the peer counselors to get clos-
er to the members they represent.
Volunteer peer counselors deal with
the same complex issues as other Association of Flight Attendants Peer Counselors
EAPs—mental health, substance National EAP Staff
abuse, physical assaults, workplace
trauma, job-related critical illnesses,
eating disorders, and other addictions.
Extensive training, conducted by AFA's
national EAP staff, provides counselors with

the necessary skills and knowledge to meet
the needs of flight attendants. The training
curriculum includes specific areas related to
the EAP core technology.

EAP volunteer work requires extra hours
and can be challenging. Office hours begin
after the last flight, the "office" being wherev-
er the volunteer happens to be. If it is
between flights, he or she heads to the near-
est phone in the terminal to check messages
left by troubled flight attendants. On
overnights, the "office" is the hotel room. If
an aircraft emergency occurs, designated peer
counselors are notified and dispatched to

by Sherrie L. Mirsky, MA, CEAP

areas in need of emergency response efforts.
The peer counselors play an invaluable

role at local councils by heading off prob-
lems between union and management
before they become an issue. By helping a
flight attendant identify and work through
an issue, peer counselors can prevent a per-
sonal or family problem from becoming a
disciplinary matter and a potential griev-
ance. This preventive action allows local
council leaders to conduct other union
business while peer counselors mediate
personal problems.

Volunteer work in a union-run EAP rep-
resents adifferent kind of unionism in which
the benefits of involvement are shared per-
sonally. Working quietly behind the scenes,
peer counselors rarely receive public praise

or thanks. Their individual successes,
unlike the union negotiator's new
contract or the organizer's new unit of
flight attendants, cannot be men-
tioned due to confidentiality. The
rewards are different but no less grati-
fying because the motivation is not in
receiving thanks, but satisfaction that
is derived from helping others. Peer
counselors represent what unions are
about just as much as arguing a griev-
ance, winning back someone's job,
negotiating a contract, or mounting a
successful strike.
The birth of the union movement
came from working people trying to

and build a new world, fighting to improve
working conditions, safety, wages,
and benefits. As the status of the air-

lineindustry and the workplace continues to
change, the activism and solidarity of AFA's
EAP peer counselors continue to thrive.

The author wishes to thank Steve

Chapman, Communications Depar(men~ AFA.

Sherrie L. Mirsky, MA, CEAP, is director

of the Employee Assistance Program of the
Association of FlightAitendants. She can be
reached by phone at 202-332-0744..
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by Patrick D. O'Connor, Ph.D., CEAP

As employee assistance programs
change and evolve toward more
broad brush approaches, new inter-

ventiontechniques become part of the prac-
titioner's repertoire. One such intervention
utilizes a more psychospiritual approach in
which the careful and sensitive blend of spirit-
uality and psychotherapy offers the mental
health professional a new paradigm for heal-
ing.Indeed, the time seems ripe for incorpo-
rating asense of meaning and purpose into
the powerFul, but limited, approaches of tra-
ditional psychotherapy.

In today's world, a "renewal of spirit' is
as much a challenge as is stress or symptom
reduction. Whether the EA professional
addresses the problems of addiction or
those of a personal or occupational nature,
he or she must be aware of what C.G. Jung
called man's deeper quest for meaning. In
the October 1990 issue of Family Therapy
Networker, family therapist and addiction
specialist Jo Ann Krestan stated, "The
ACOA [adult children of alcoholics] move-
ment has made spirituality user-friendly for
the therapist."

The inclusion of the "V-Code 62.61:
Religious or Spiritual Problem" in the DSM-
IV is another indication that spirituality and
psychotherapy are not mutually exclusive.
There is a growing demand that the inter-
vention specialist look beyond the present-
ing problem to what may be an underlying
spiritual conflict or crisis in meaning. Recent
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publications underscore this focus. For
example, The Road Less Traveled by psychi-
atrist M. Scott Peck, is approaching a stag-
gering 600 weeks on the New York Times
bestseller list. Peck presents a lucid argu-
ment for the integration of spiritual themes
into psychotherapeutic practice. The book

In today's world, a
"renewal of spirit" is as
much a challenge as is
stress or symptom
reduction.

has become a popular adjunct to the "Big
Book" in the 12-step movement.

More recent, popular publications
include the bestseller Care of the Soul by
Thomas Moore; Bread and Spirit: Therapy
with the New Poor: Diversity of Race,
Culture, and Values by H.J. Aponte; and
Hymns to an Unknown God: Awakening
the Spirit in Everyday Life by Sam Keen.
These authors offer guidelines for cultivating
more depth and spirituality in the therapeu-
tic setting.

Aponte writes: "As therapists...whether
we wish to acknowledge it or not...people
define themselves through values.... As ther-
apists, we may well be their last recourse to

find validation and support for their culture,
morality, and spirituality." Just as EA profes-
sionals have become more sensitive to cul-
tural diversity, we must become aware of
spiritual and moral yearnings.

Historical Roots

This new sensitivity to a psychospiritual
approach does, indeed, have an historical
basis. Even though Sigmund Freud, the
founder of modern psychiatry, viewed reli-
gion as the antithesis of healing and the
embodiment of regressive pathology, others
took a different tack. Carl )ung challenged
Freud's pathologizing of the spiritual by
offering a deeply rich and often mystical
psychology of the human spirit. Jung, in fact,
characterized psychotherapy as a spiritual or
even ministerial occupation. Later, Abraham
Maslow, a leader of the humanistic psychol-
ogy movement; posited his famous "hierar-
chy of needs," placing transcendent and
moral values at the top of the ladder.
Roberto Assagioli, the founder of psycho-
analysis in Italy in the late 1920s and early
1930s, became an ardent admirer of Jung
and Maslow. He presented us with an array
of practical techniques in what he termed
his "psychosynthesis" approach. Mean-
while, in America during the 1940s and
1950s, the recovery movement, solidly
based in a spiritual awakening, was making
great strides.

,,,
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Methods

There are many methods of integrating
spirituality with the more traditional psycho-
logical approaches. Whether one takes a
cognitive behavioral, brief therapy, or a
more systemic approach, the sensitivity to
the clients spiritual deficits/yearnings can be
attended to carefully and effectively.

The pastoral approach is a more direct
counseling method emphasizing values and
ethical commitment. Time-honored reli-
gious practices, such as prayer, meditation,
good deeds, the Golden Rule, and personal
inventory are emphasized. This approach is
generally not within the training scope of the
EA professional but can often be recom-
mended to the client. Referral to the clients
minister, priest, or rabbi can be an effective
adjunct to the intervention process.

The development approach is more
syntonic with dynamic psychotherapy and
lends itself to a truly psychospiritual blend.
This method is based on several models of
development and the "evolving self."
Techniques in this modality induce the
development and deepening of certain .life
tasks, such as intimacy, empathy (caring),
industry (work), transience (mortality),
integrity (spirituality, honesty), and wisdom
(understanding). Homework assignments
involving these areas enhance the work. The
development approach requires a keen
assessment of the clients history and current
needs as well as careful clinical judgment
regarding timing, appropriateness, and moti-
vation.

The incorporative approach, a term
borrowed from the work of Milton Erickson,
the psychiatrist—hypnotherapist who was a
master of strategic techniques, is my own
preference. This method, which incorpo-
rates religious symbols, images, words, and
practices--used by the client~an be a
powerful technique of psychospiritual inte-
gration and behavioral change. This tech-
nique is also more conducive to brief thera-
py and EAP intervention. The thrust of
"incorporation" is positive, naturalistic, and
client-centered. Moreover, this approach
emphasizes assets, strengths, and higher
order functions, such as integrity and altru-
ism.

A classic example is the case of the
depressed, nearly homebound woman
whom Erickson visited. He noticed she
raised a few African violets in a back room.
Without directly discussing her depression,
he enjoined her to raise and nurture more
violets and to distribute them to parishioners
at her church. The woman did so and over
time became mobilized and outgoing.
When she died, the Phoenix paper ran this

headline: "African Violet Queen Dies: She
Will Be Missed by Thousands." Her nurtur-
ing, altruistic chore helped her overcome
her depression.

In utilizing the incorporative approach,
the practitioner need not change his or her
way of doing therapy. He or she needs only
an alertness and sensitivity to the words and
images used by the client. These words and
images can then be carefully expanded
upon and blended into the therapeutic
process as conveyors of and bridges to atti-
tudinal, and even behavioral, change.

A case in point involved amiddle-aged
educator on medical leave due to a severe
stress-induced anxiety disruption. Early in
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The EA professional
must always strive for
a solid and ethical
clinical posture.
There is no substitute
for sound clinical
practice. The rule of
thumb is "stay clinical;
but listen, adapt,
and be creative."

the session he casually mentioned that "he
sometimes prayed for the students." A short
while later, I said, "Do you ever pray for
yourself?" He, of course, had a history of tak-
ingcare of others. The question opened up a
Pandora's box and we launched into an ani-
mated discussion of prayer, God, and spiri-
tuality. He visibly began to relax, breathe
more easily, and adopted a more positive
frame of mind regarding his future.

Without labeling this a "miracle recov-
ery" or any other such quick turnaround,
the incorporation of the prayer theme can
be seen as both an opening into an explo-
ration of his spiritual side and as a metaphor
for calmness, support, and anxiety reduc-
tion. The clients dreams, beliefs, values, or
actual rituals offer other incorporative
images. This modality, like brief therapy,
underscores strengths and assets rather than
deficits.

Caveats

Several caveats are in order regarding
psychospiritual integration. First, we need
not abandon our core technology in favor
of a more straightforward counseling
approach. in an age of managed care, how-
ever, more EAPs are providing brief treat-
ment and adopting a counseling mode.

Second, the psychospiritual approach is
not to be interpreted as some kind of reli-
gious magic or "flight into health." It is nei-
ther preachy nor evangelistic, nor jarring. It
is incorporative and naturalistic. One simply
goes with the flow.

Third, and most important, the EA pro-
fessional must always strive for a solid and
ethical clinical posture. Assessment, rapport,
timing, clinical judgment these remain the
foundation of all approaches. There is no
substitute for sound clinical practice. The
rule of thumb is "stay clinical; but listen,
adapt, and be creative."

Conclusions

Psychospiritual integration assumes that
the EAP clients are more than their symp-
toms or pathology. It also assumes that the
professional has examined and is comfort-
able with his or her own spiritual base. As
vktor Frankl wrote, "No one will be able to
make us believe that man is merely a subli-
mated animal once we can show that with-
in him there is a repressed angel." And as the
recovery movement has shown us: If we are
attentive to the whole person, we can often
activate a deeper part of the self.

While the EA professional constantly
adapts to new roles and demands, he or she
can be attentive to the possibility of integrat-
ing clinical methodology with the curative
effect of genuine spiritual aspirations.

References are available from the author.

Patrick D. O'Connor, Ph.D., CEAP, is the
executive director of the Employee
Assistance Service for Education (EASE), Los
Angeles County Office of Education. A
licensed marriage and family therapist in
California, he will make a presentation on
this topic at the 1996 EAPA conference in
Chicago. He can be reached at 310-922-
6683; fax: 310-922-6690.
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by Mark Dworkin, CSW, LCSW, BCD, and Maurie Cullen, MSW, BCD

Eye movement desensitization and
reprocessing (EMDR) is a recently
developed, eight-phase treatment pro-

cedure that is showing positive and rapid
results in the treatment of post-traumatic
syndrome disorder (PTSD), "the most severe
and incapacitating form of stress reaction,"
according to Focus on Federal Employee
Health and Assistance Programs, published
by the U.S. Office of Personnel

Management.
In 1987, Francine Shapiro, Ph.D., dis-

covered that rapid eye movement decreased
negative arousal, that is any dysphoric or

negative beliefs a person may hold. She has
developed the most effective treatment for
PTSD and trained more than 14,000 thera-
pists worldwide.

In EMDR treatment, the client first brings
a picture to mind that represents the trau-
matic event and then identifies a negative
belief about him or herself that has linked up
with the picture (i.e., "I'm a bad person").
The therapist then asks the cl ient what he or
she would rather believe (i.e., "I survived
and I'm okay").Then linking the picture with
the negative thought (that is, "I'm a bad per-
son"), adegree of distress is evaluated, along
with the specific emotional states aroused.
The therapist enables the client to link the
picture with the distressing thought and then

elicits the painful emotion sparked by the
picture and/or the negative belief or thought.
While the client focuses on a picture,
thought, and sensation, the therapist helps
the client generate sets of rapid eye move-
ments; after every set, the therapist asks the
client for new information and the client dis-
patches another set of eye movements. This
process continues until the clients emotions
and negative beliefs have been desensitized.
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The therapist then helps the client install the
desired belief (positive cognition) through
more eye movements.

Shapiro states that EMDR works from an
accelerated information processing model
of the brain. According to Shapiro,
there appears to be a distinct part of the the
brain that facilitates the flow of information.
Non-conflictual information normally gets
processed easily and automatically to a
state of "adaptive resolution." In the process
of adaptive resolution, a person thinks and
experiences feelings about an event (which
becomes a memory), makes appropriate
connections about that memory, and then
stores that information in a way that is
accessible.

When someone is traumatized, however,
it seems that a neurophysiological and neu-
rochemical imbalance is created. In this
state, the information gathered remains in
the person's memory in the state in which it
happened, cognitively and affectively. This
state causes the PTSD symptoms of hyper-
arousal, avoidance, and a general numbing
or lack or responsiveness.

One central hypothesis has been tested
over and over again and has been validated.
This hypothesis states that "the eye move-
ments used in EMDR (or alternative stimu-
lus) trigger a physiological mechanism that
activates the information processing system
(and processes dysfunctional state specific
memory to a state of adaptive resolution)."
There is another hypothesis that when a
client brings up a picture, thought, and sen-
sation of the trauma, he or she may also be
accessing, with his or her consciousness, the
neural network where the information is
stored. One of EMDR's main beliefs is that
this action of activation and processing will

naturally move the memory to the stage of
adaptive resolution.
EMDR treatment consists of eight essen-

tial phases:

1. Taking a client history and planning the
treatment;

2. The preparation phase in which the clin-
ician introduces the client to EMDR pro-
cedures and theory, establishes expecta-
tions about treatment effects, and pre-
pares the cllient for possible between-
session disturbance;

3.~ Assessment includes determining the tar-
get and baseline response using Wolpe's
Subjective Units of Disturbance and
Shapiro's Validity of Cognition scales;

4. Desensitization addresses the client's
disturbing emotions;

5. Installation focuses on the cognitive
restructuring;

6. The body scan evaluates and addresses
residual body tension;

7. Closure includes debriefing and is essen-
tial for maintaining client equilibrium
between sessions;

8. Re-evaluation.

According to Francine Shapiro, Ph.D.,
there have been more studies validating the
effectiveness of EMDR on alleviating the
symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder
than on any other method. Between 1989
and 1995, there have been 68 published
journal articles, research, case reports, and
review articles. A special feature entitled
"Eye Movement Desensitization and
Reprocessing (EMDR) Treatment for

Psychologically Traumatized Individuals" in

the Journal of Consulting and Clinical

Psychology (1995, Vol. 63, No. 6, pp. 928-

937) described a large controlled study con-



What EA Professionals
Need to Know About
EMDR

The protocol in EMDR has rele-

vance for EA professionals who perform
assessments, referrals, and/or brief treat-
ment. When an EA professional dis-

covers that a client has suffered a severe
trauma, either at work or in the com-
muniry, the EA professional has the
option of briefly treating this client or
referring him or her to an appropriately
trained, licensed clinician. The use of
EMDR by the EA professional or com-
munityclinician offers a highly effective
form of treatment for specific clients.

EMDR has been found to be effec-
tive in the following instances:

(A) When a critical incident happens at
work (Roger Solomon, Ph.D., is a
trainer for the EMDR Institute and is
considered a leading expert on crit-
ical incident stress debriefing [CISD]
and EMDR.);

(B) When there has been a traumatic
injury, for example, in a transporta-
tion accident associated with work;

(C) When job performance is negative-
lyaffected by a traumatic event out-
side the workplace;

(D) When a company downsizes and
an employee loses a job he or she
has held for many years.
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ducted by Sandra Wilson, Ph.D., et al. The
study results conclusively proved the effec-
tiveness of EMDR.

The managed care industry has shown
an interest in including EMDR as a method
of treating post-traumatic stress disorder. As

this article was going to press, Kaiser HMO

of Santa Clara had just concluded a con-
trolled study of EMDR versus "standard
treatment" for PTSD. Kaiser concluded that
patients in the EMDR group could be treated
more effectively in half the time and with
fewer medication management sessions.

References for this article are available
from the author.
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teaches at the Mt. Sinai School of Medicine
in the Departments of Psychiatry and
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Extending EAP Services to the Expatriate Family

byThomas H. Ualk, M.D., MPH, and Stephen Heidel, M.D., MBA

Today's globalization of the market-
place often means that employees and
families are assigned overseas. With

the cost of training and relocation reaching
$300,000 per employee, corporations and
organizations are searching for ways to min-
imize early curtailment of overseas tours and
lost productivity due to culture shock and
family turmoil. One way to curb these dis-
ruptive problems is to extend EAP services to
expatriate families. A number of corpora-
tions have explored this option and the U.S.
Department of State has employed this
model for a number of years.

The problems inherent in EAPs in the
workplace have been well defined within
the United States. Emending an analogous
set of services to expatriate employees and
families, though appealingly simple in con-
cept, introduces a number of new issues that
must be addressed prior to the onset of oper-
ations. Generally, these issues may be divid-
ed into four categories: clinical, cultural,
policy, and method of service delivery.

Clinical, Cultural, and Policy Issues

Expatriate populations suffer from the
same range of mental health problems as the
general population. The clinical challenges
facing the EA professional arise from the
additional problem of culture shock and the
fact that many overseas assignments are in
host countries with few culturally compati-
ble mental health resources.

If there are no culturally compatible
mental health resources within a host coun-
try, dealing with expatriate families also
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requires sorting out the problems of spouses
and children more frequently (up to 57% of
clients in one sample) than with most U.S.
EAPs. Determining what constitutes suffi-
cient provider training, experience, and cre-
dentials in this setting are important staffing
concerns.

Equally important are corporate-level
policies concerning how to handle cases
that cannot be resolved in place. Questions
to be answered include: Will someone be
sent to the host country to assess and stabi-
lizethe situation? If so, at what point? Should
the individual or family be evacuated? At
what point and to where? Guidelines or pro-
tocols dealing with these concerns are best
planned ahead of time.

Eventually, the EA provider will face the
problem of domestic violence and abuse
overseas. Unlike in the United States where
a legal and social agency framework exists

What is 

Culture 

Shock?

on which to fall back, cultures vary widely
as to which behaviors are recognized as
abusive and how or whether such problems
are handled. Because intrafamilial abuse fre-
quently involves dense denial on the part of
both abuser and abused, clear policy guide-
lines at the corporate level dealing with the
evaluation, treatment, and repatriation of
families may be the only way in which a
provider can safely resolve suspected cases.
Such policies, which could be modeled after
those of the U.S. Armed Forces or the U.S.
Department of State, should be implement-
ed prior to establishing service.

Cultural differences also impact another
EAP service: Consultation to supervisors
about the troubled worker. Cultures vary as to
what behaviors are regarded as alcohol
abuse, sexual harassment, or proper manage-
ment style. Much tension can arise in a cross-
cultural workplace as a result of these and

"Culture shock" refers to the self-limiting adjustment reaction that all family mem-
bers experience during the first number of months after an overseas move. Some pro-
fessionals in the international relocation field subscribe to the view that the syndrome
has a set time line of mood and behavioral phases beginning with an initial state of
euphoria. More recent research and the clinical experience of one author, however,
suggest that employees' and family members' reactions do not follow such a predictable
cycle of phases but are highly variable and dependent upon age and gender.

Whichever view one takes, the adjustment reaction produces considerable stress
and turmoil. Faced with an agitated client on the other end of an international phone
line, the EA clinician must be able to determine whether the problem is due to culture
shock or is part of something more ominous. Athorough understanding of culture shock
and its vicissitudes is essential.



other differences. The services of a behav-`
iorally trained professional who has an under-
standing of both cultures is essential as a cul-
tural bridge. Such a professional can identify
which behaviors are culturally driven and
which are indicative of a troubled worker.

Service Delivery: A Spectrum of
Models

Corporations have a spectrum of models
to consider when providing EAP services to

expatriate families. The simplest and least

expensive is to extend services by telephone
using an existing EAP vendor. Although diag-
nostic reliability is lessened in telephone
assessments, it is usually possible to make an
initial decision whether a situation can be
left in place, can be referred to a local
provider, or needs some higher level of care.
This method is best used when there are few
expatriate families involved and/or they are
geographically dispersed.

A variant of this model uses two-way,
interactive, video conferencing to assess,
triage, and treat clients. A number of telepsy-
chiatry systems are in place to deliver con-
sultation services to remote areas within the
United States and other countries. This tech-
nique has not been applied to expatriate
populations, however. Use of telepsychiatry
would likely be cost-effective only with a
fairly large client base concentrated in a few
areas.

In situations where the number of fami-
lies is greater and they are concentrated in
one or a few areas, other options can be
considered. In countries with culturally
compatible providers and knowledge of the
EAP model, contracting out services may be
the best solution. Supervision of these rela-
tively distant clinicians, however, will be
more difficult and expensive than in a
domestic EAP setting, especially when there
are few providers in the local market from
which to choose. Further, if the chosen
provider is also a member of an expatriate
community where transfers can be frequent,
turnover and continuity of service may
become problems.

In those countries where contracting is
not an option, one can consider a combina-
tion of telephonic or telepsychiatric services
and the "circuit-riding" clinician. In this set-
ting, aclinician could be sent on a quarterly,
or even semi-annual, basis to areas where
families are concentrated. Preventive, edu-
cational seminars and clinical consultations
can be provided during visits. This combina-
tion of services can be quite efFective and is
one of the models of service delivery
employed by the U.S. Department of State
for its overseas families.

A final model at the most expensive end
of the spectrum is the placement of a profes-
sional overseas, preferably at a location
where there is a high concentration of fami-
lies and good travel connections. This
option would only be reasonable given a
large number of families concentrated in a
few areas where there are few or no local
providers. The clinician could then be made
responsible for a geographic region,
employing a combination of telephonic,
"circuit-riding," and on-site services. This
model has also been used by the U.S.
Department of State for a number of years.

The Department's overseas clinicians are
usually responsible for some 3,500 to 5,000
persons (employees and dependents) each. It
is likely, given one or just a few areas of cl lent
concentration, that 5,000 covered persons,
roughly equivalent to 2,000 to 3,000
employees, would be a minimum number
before this model should be considered.

Conclusions

In extending EA services to expatriate
populations, there are several issues to con-
sider. Regardless of the model of service
delivery used, the level of training, experi-
ence, and credentials of EA providers will
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have to be sufficient to deal with culture
shock as well as spousal, juvenile, and fam-
ily issues. Policy dealing with how to handle
cases that cannot be treated in place will
have to be formulated in those situations
where few local providers exist. In countries
that do not address intrafamilial violence/
abuse, corporate level policy is essential.

Choosing a model of service delivery
depends upon a number of variables. These
include the locations of families, their con-
centration, and absolute number. The avail-
abiliry and quality of host country mental
health providers is equally important.

References for this article are available
from the authors.

Dr. Ualk is a Board Certified psychiatrist
with more than a decade of experience in
dealing with the behavioral problems of
expatriate families. He is CEO and President
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trist as well as President and CEO of HHRC
in San Diego, CA, providing occupational
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and EAPs in the U.S. and internationally. He
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POINT/COUNTERPOINT

~e Time of Change?
Is This the Time to Change the Name of Employee Assistance?

YES.
John Burke, CEAP

The EAP field is observing change in

the workplace as never before. We
are seeing downsizing, restructuring,

and re-engineering. We are hearing con-
cerns about violence, workplace stress, reg-
ulatory compliance, and disability manage-
ment. We are seeing the outsourcing of
employee support functions, increased pres-
sure to improve the bottom line and the
push to do more with less. We are seeing
employees with concerns about issues relat-
ed to children and the elderly, financial and
legal pressures, and career issues.

As EA professionals observe this rapidly
changing workplace that we serve, it
becomes apparent that we must change to
meet the needs of the workplace and its
employees. The demands of todays work-
place take us far beyond the needs that EAPs
were originally designed to meet.
We are seeing significant change not

only in the workplace that we serve but also
in the healthcare world that we exist in. We
are seeing consolidation of providers, man-
aged care companies, and EAP firms. We
are seeing increased competition, demand
for lower cost services, and the big getting
bigger. We are seeing challenges to ethical
standards, risk contracts, and integration at
all levels. As we observe these changes, we
realize that we must pay attention to firmly
establishing the position or niche that
employee assistance will fill in the health-
care industry.

Living in Two Worlds

The EAP field is in a unique position. It
is well understood that EAP functions in two
worlds—the workplace and the healthcare
industry. Because of the significant focus of
EAP being on assessing behavioral prob-
lems, delivering some level of care, and
referring those in need to care providers,
EAP is frequently construed as a clinical ser-
vice. In fact, EAP includes such services but
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goes much further in its scope. The anchor
or basic purpose of EAP is to address work-
place issues and to become a primary
resource for assisting management and labor
in the resolution of problems that impact the
performance of employees. Knowing and
understanding this basic premise is critical in
firmly establishing the position and role of
EAP as we move to meet the changing needs
of employers and move to establish our pro-
fession in the healthcare arena.

Recognizing that the strength of EAP lies
in the workplace and that the EAP field is
being sought out to partner with the
workplace in managing behavioral
issues, we should consider moving
towards terminology that better ~
defines our niche in this ever-
changing world. The historically -
recognized term "employee
assistance program" does not
fully match the needs of
today's employers.
Although many people
view an EAP as an
extremely valuable
resource, they also see it as
limited in focus and some-
what dated. The profession ~
must move forward in defining ~ ~~
itself, but, at the same time, main-
tain the core elements that have established
the profession as a viable resource to
employers. The work world must see that
the EAP profession is keenly aware of the
change it is experiencing and that the EAP is
re-engineering itself to meet the demands of
the present and the future.

Our world is the workplace and we
should define ourselves as such. EAP has
become a component of an ever-broadening
profession. The field holds a significant key
to the successful management of behavioral
problems. In a world of change where there
is a strong likelihood of confusion, it is
important that roles be well understood and
clearly defined. To position EAP for the pre-
sent and for the future, we must clearly state
our niche and define the expertise that we
possess. Defining ourselves as workplace
services clearly states our role and differenti-
ates the field from those in the healthcare
industry in which we exist.

Workplace services is descriptive of our
knowledge base and the linkage that we
form between the employer, employee, and
the healthcare system. The key element and
distinguisher that the EAP profession has in
the behavioral healthcare industry is the
knowledge of the workplace. The profes-
sion should exploit that knowledge.

Broader Focus

Workplace services is and will be part-
~ Hering with employers to address such

areas as child issues, elder issues, dis-
ability management, violence in the
workplace, critical incident debriefing,

change, regulatory compliance,
diversity, drug-free workplace,
demand management, wellness,
and prevention and more in-

-~` ~ depth management consulta-
tion. As employers look

-= more and more to the out-
side for resources to deal
with behavioral issues that

~ impact productivity and

employee well-being, our
-. profession should be regard-

ed as a leading resource. The
%-~ broadening of the EAP focus to

workplace services will meet the
changing needs of employers, better posi-
tion EAP to partner with the behavioral
healthcare industry, and create more oppor-
tuniryfor growth as we move into the future.

To paraphrase C.K. Prahalad in his book,
Competing for the Future, "The employee
assistance field must be ready to reconceive
itself and regenerate its core technology or
core strategies. It is time, in a sense, to rein-
vent the field. Change dictates a complete
and thorough look at where we fit and
where we need to be in the future. Tl~e field
of EAP must be capable of exploring new
horizons and getting different. We must
have the capacity to invent a new industry
for ourselves and to reinvent the old industry
if we are to move successfully into the
future."

John J. Burke, CEAP, is executive vice
president of Workplace Services for Ualue
Behavioral Health.



NO.
James Wrich, CEO

Wrich and Associates, Chicago

A major challenge faced by the EAP
profession over the years has been the temp-
tation to divert our focus from effectively
addressing employees' personal problems
that can adversely affect their productivity
on the job. There has been a tendency to
grab onto emerging organizational issues,
industry trends, or national political/eco-
nomic developments that appear to pose
threats or opportunities to our customers,
our consumers, and our careers and claim
that they can be addressed by EAPs. While
this provides the possibility of exciting indi-
vidual opportunities, it can also be a serious
danger to our field.

Over the past 15 years, monumental
changes in healthcare and in the way busi-
ness is conducted in general have created a
special kind of stress forged out of uncer-
tainry and human devaluation. This has
given rise to whole new approaches to
human resource management, organization-
al development, leadership styles, and ways
of designing and delivering training.
Reengineering alone has created new
opportunities in many areas of human
resources and employee benefits that may
be better suited to one's interests, personal
financial objectives, and aptitudes than EAP
work. To those who want to pursue them,
say go for it—as an individual professional
or an enterprising organization.

The EAP profession, on the other hand,
while needing to be knowledgeable, should
not pursue such diverse paths. In fact, even
individual EAPs should be wary of broaden-
ing their scope beyond the objectives con-
tained in the standards of our profession.
Here are a few reasons.

First, many of the tangential issues EA
practitioners are attracted to are already
being addressed by established professions
with knowledge bases developed over many
years of study, struggle, and experience. That
some issues overlap with employee assis-
tance is not unusual but, as such, does not
qualify us to deal with them. It is naive, and
in some ways disrespectFul, to assume that
we are competent to engage in areas such as
organizational development, transition train-
ing, or benefits plan consultation without
first paying our dues. In fact, we can look
pretty silly and not only lose personal credi-
bility but also hurt the image of our pro-
grams and profession as well.

Second, change, while inescapable, is

nothing new. But reading it accurately is
imperative to the success of our field. Experts
describe various kinds of change, but most
see it falling into two categories: structural
and cyclical. Differentiating between the
two can be difficult in the short term, espe-
cially if we fear for our continued existence
or our perceived value. Among the most
fickle of changes are those that come and go
as a result of short-term market forces or
management under duress. If we respond to
cyclical workplace or market changes by
making structural changes in our profession
or programs, we will be in a continuous state
of metamorphosis, flitting from one thing to
another, attempting to be the human equiv-
alent of a seismograph recording shifts in
popular opinion and the anxiety levels of the
moment. We will lose our focus, our identi-
ty, and our credibility.

Without ignoring the cycles, we must be
most concerned about developments that
can cause structural changes within our pro-
fession. The most important are those that
would affect the primary purpose of our
existence: Assisting employees with person-
al problems that they cannot effectively
address on their own or with the help of
family, friends, supervisors, or their union
representatives—problems which, if not
effectively addressed, can jeopardize work
performance or personal well-being. This is
an immensely important mission and oblig-
ation. Doing it well can change not only our
workplaces, but also our communities and
our country. Its continued relevance is evi-
denced in the tremendous growth of our
field over the past 25 years.

The complexity of employees' personal
problems in the workplace has created a
permanent need for uniquely trained and
experienced professionals with diagnostic
and interpersonal skills as well as organiza-
tional savvy to help employees and their
affected dependents sort out the issues and
take appropriate action, clinically and orga-
nizationally. Our profession should not
abandon or neglect this noble, compelling
work for which we are uniquely qualified, in
favor of handling issues outside our domain
for which we have dubious ability due to
limited time or competency.

During these times of near cataclysmic
change, it is crucial for our profession to
sharpen its focus and renew its commitment
to stabilizing and improving our practices.
As head of a consulting business that has
diversified into areas beyond EAP, I can say
that the rewards of EAP work are much
greater and more easily attainable by going
deeper rather than broader. Continually fig-
uring out better ways to meet our mission of
helping employees with personal problems
will produce better, longer lasting results
than constantly trying to find ways to broad-
en our workload in hopes of increasing our
perceived value. We need greater love of
our profession and less infatuation with the
latest temptation to stray from it.

Our field has faced many challenges and
threats over the years. Amidst the change
and struggle, one compelling issue has
endured and that is that the personal prob-
lems of employees and dependents tran-
scend time and all the other issues that have
come and gone. Most of these people need
assistance. That is what we in our field pro-
vide—employee assistance. We provide it in
an organized, focused fashion as formal pro-
grams for which we have standards. The
challenges of this mission are more than suf-
ficient to merit our total commitment and
effort. Awareness that many issues other
than personal problems also adversely affect
productivity is an important but not suffi-
cient reason for us to change our mission as
a profession, our focus as programs, or our
commitment to excellence as professionals.
And certainly they do not warrant changing
the name of EAP.

"Employee assistance program" is a sim-
ple, clear descriptive term that denotes what
we do. After more than 20 years, employers
and employees finally have some notion of
what it stands for. It meets the arduous, uni-
versal challenge of market "branding" faced
by all industries and services. It has become
a symbol of hope to millions whose prob-
lems threaten their careers and lives. It is
broad enough to escape the private agendas
of caregivers who would define the work
world's needs by their personal interests. It is
focused enough to identify our specific
objectives as a field, differentiating our work
from that of others. Narrowing the term
short-changes its function. Broadening it
creates an expectation for services which we
are not universally qualified to provide.
Substituting another term would only create
confusion for ourselves, our customers, and
those we wish to help. It may not be perfect,
but as a name, "employee assistance pro-
gram" is better than any other alternative
that has been offered over the past 25 years.
Lets keep it.
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by John E. Burns, Ph.D., CEAP

uring a formal ceremony at the
Southern Cross University in Sao
Paulo on December 1, 1995,

Sandra Turner, CEAP, representing the EAPA
International Director, inducted a newly
elected board of directors, thus officially
inaugurating the Brazilian Chapter of EAPA.
There were 70 professionals present, includ-
ingthe 37 members of this new chapter, and
they represented local industry, public utili-
ties, hospitals, universities, and multination-
als, such as Johnson &Johnson and Asea
Brown Boveri.

History

In the early 1980s, Tom Delaney, Jim
Wrich, Bill Durkin, and Tom Desmond, all
ALMACA/EAPA activists who will be fondly
remembered by the old timers, offered to
help establish an EAPA chapter in Brazil, but
there was not only a lack of local interest,
but also resistance to what was perceived as
an imperialist American intrusion.

Things changed more rapidly than any-
one would have imagined. In 1993, as part
of an ICAA conference, Sandra Turner (Ernst
& Young), Ken Burgess (formerly of ALCOA,
and Bill O'Donnell (Unocal), made presen-
tations to 700 professionals and suggested
forming a chapter.

An informal group began meeting in
1994 to consider forming an EAPA chapter.
Sandra Turner, who was then EAPA president,
made a videotape presenting the advantages
of a chapter to this group. Many meetings,
some very emotional, were held later.

The term "chapter" was thoroughly dis-
cussed because in Portuguese it refers only
to a section of a book. Affiliate, division,
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subsidiary, auxiliary, section, unit, region,
sector, and many more terms were all con-
sidered, but the term "branch" was chosen
because it best portrays being an integral
part of a living structure.

Two factors precipitated an immediate
decision to organize the chapter. The first
came from Sally Lipscomb, the current
director of the EAPA International Region,
who presented recommendations from an
international task force to the Executive
Committee, simplifying the international
membership categories in a very innovative
manner at an accessible cost. The previous
cost of $115 U.S. plus local chapter fees was
very expensive by Brazilian standards, and
the complex membership categories created
considerable confusion.

The second factor was the development
of the i nternational EAP guidel i nes under the
able guidance of Ken Burgess and Dr. Tony
Stiles, the Brazilian member of that commit-
tee. Iwas constantly circulating the diverse
draft copies to the interested members for
their feedback. Making them part of the
process gave considerable credibility to
EAPA's interest in international chapters.

The Catalysts

Other countries struggling to form chap-
ters may be interested in these factors that
contributed to a change of perception of
EAPA in Brazil between the early 1980s and
the present:

1. Economic globalization. Computer tech-
nology, telecommunications, and the
internationalization of corporations
brought competition to protected and

subsidized Brazilian industries that previ-
ously didn't have to concern themselves
with the cost of a readily available labor
pool.

2. Drugs in the workplace. These Brazilian
industries all had a complete team of pro-
fessionals to treat a wide gamut of physi-
cal and mental health as well as financial
and social problems, but not alcoholism
or drug dependency. The alcoholism was
tolerated and drugs were not a big prob-
lem in the workplace until Brazil found
itself with easy access to Bolivia and
Columbia, and cocaine entered the
workplace.

3. More effective treatment models.
During the 1980s, Minnesota model
treatment centers began to appear in
Brazil. In a very effective development
peculiar to Brazil, chemical dependency
therapy groups have been operating in
the workplace on company time. (This is
acceptable in the Brazilian corporate cli-
mate where confidentiality is not a great
concern.) These two-hour weekly groups
are a loes-cost primary therapy. Between
70 and 80 percent of those participating
in a worksite group successfully maintain
sobriety. There are also on-site family
support groups.

4. U.S. industry trends. As globalization
encroached on Brazil, terms like "ISO
9000," "Quality Circles," and "Just in
Time" became part of the industrial
vocabulary, and the term "EAP" began to
show up more frequently as joint ven-
tures with the United States required an
EAP as a contract condition.

5. Few opportunities for learning about
EAPs. Brazil has a national association



for the study of chemical dependency,
but the corporations and interested pro-
fessionalsdidn't have a space within that
group to exchange views on EAPs. On
the other side, the existing treatment cen-
ters began vying for the attention of their
corporate clients. Although multiple sem-
inars and forums were developing for the
discussion of EAPs, competing service
providers were generally excluded.

The Future

It is hoped that the Brazilian EAPA
Chapter will provide this over-arching space
for all corporations and providers to meet
and exchange views. The government-con-
trolled unions are only gradually beginning
to take an interest in EAPs. They are not
major players at this time.

The primary attraction fora Brazilian
professional to join EAPA is the ability to
communicate with other EA professionals
within the international arena. This oppor-
tuniry immediately creates interest in the
international guidelines and certification.

The first priority for the Brazilian Chapter

is to work with the EACC to develop the pre-

requisites for certification: A Portuguese ver-
sion of the certification exam and opportu-
nities for acquiring professional develop-
ment hours (PDHs) within Brazil.

Appreciation

The charter members of the Brazilian
chapter have asked me to thank all those in
this and previous international administra-
tions who have made the EAPA Brazilian
Chapter possible. It was especially consid-
erate to permit Sandra Turner to represent
EAPA International during the inaugural con-
ference.
We invite all EAPA members to visit us in

Brazil. But to experience the full impact of

Brazilian hospitality, we suggest you plan on

attending Carnival as well. (Next opportuni-

ry: February 1997.)
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• • ~ ~ ~ SECAD —The Southeastern Conference
on Alcohol and Drug Abuse

November 223,1996
• The Marriott Marquis, Atlanta, GA

~ ~•
For over 20 years SECAD has led the field of addiction with

~ ~~ , ~~ , ~ the foremost speakers, the most up-to-the-minute topics and
. , , extensive exhibit and networking areas. Plan to attend SECAD/96

this November 223 for 3'/a days of seminars, meetings and
~ workshops that make up one of the finest educational and net-

~ ~ ~ working opportuniries available anywhere.

Wxo sxou~.D ATTE~vn. SECAD is directed to medical, coun-

seling, educational, judicial and other professionals or anyone

who deals with the problems of addiction in their workplace,

school, church, home or community.

I SECnn's WoR~,D Ci.ASS HOZ'~s.. The spectacular Atlanta

~ I ~ Marriott Marquis is once again the conference hotel for SECAD.

Located in the heart of downtown Atlanta, it features spacious,

• • ultra-modem accommodations, impressive yet comfortable meet-

ing facilities, plus many close-by, casual, specialty and gourmet

~ ~ restaurants and shops.

~ ~ ~' OUR ExF~~TORS. SECAD features an expanded, comfortable

.. exhibition area with e~ibitors from all areas of the addiction and

recovery industry. The exhibit hall is convenient to our meeting

rooms, with spacious lounge and refreshment areas that will be

the center of many conference evenu..:
• • • Call today or write for complete conference informarion

and agenda:

~' ' ~ ' ~ 800-845-1567... . ,
(outside U.S. 912-742-1161)

SECAD/96 — Conference Information tea,
Name: Prof. Discipline ~

orgaa~zarion:

Address: ~i
i

Ciry: State: Zip: ~

MAII. TO: SECAD/96, Charter Behavioral Health Systems, P.O. Box 209, Macon, GA 3]298 ~
Phone regimation: 800-845-1567 • 912-742-1161 • (FAX 912-750-2785) j
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PUBLIC POLICY

EA Professionals Increasingly
Involved in Public Policy Successes
by Sheila Macdonald, Director of Legislation and Public Policy

Supreme Court Opinion Opens
Door for Future Protection of EA
Records

The U.S. Supreme Court on Jaffee v.
Redmond, stepped out into a brave new
world last month by recognizing, for the first
time, a privilege for confidential communi-
cations between psychotherapists and their
clients. This means that federal courts can
no longer issue court orders or subpoenas to
obtain confidential notes or records for trials
or other court proceedings. In reaching its
conclusion, the Court noted that society has
an interest in improving the mental and
emotional health of its citizens and that, in
order for treatment to be successful, psy-
chotherapists must be able to assure clients
that their innermost thoughts will not be
used some day in a federal court of law.

The issue in Jaffee v. Redmond con-
cerned whether a federal court could sub-
poena the confidential communications
between a psychotherapist (clinical social
worker) and a police officer who had come
for consultation after shooting a person in
the line of duty. The Court defined psy-
chotherapists as including not only clinical
social workers but all licensed social work-
ers, licensed psychiatrists, and licensed psy-
chologists. In expanding the definition, it
noted that social workers often perForm or
facilitate the same mental and emotional
health services for less affluent members of
society. The Court also made the privilege
absolute, meaning that there can be no
exceptions except in extreme situations and
on a case-by-case basis.

The Opinion and EA Records

When the Court announced in October
1995 that it would hear Jaffee v. Redmond,
the EAPA Board knew that whatever the rul-
ing, it would not directly affect EA profes-
sionals' records. At the same time, the Board
recognized the need to support privilege for
psychotherapists' records in general. But it
did not want the Court to extend the privi-
lege in an exclusionary manner. The EAPA
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brief made the point that, if privilege were
extended to some groups, it should be done
in a manner that would not prevent others
who handled the same type of information
from obtaining the same protection in the
future.

According to the attorney who wrote
EAPA's amicus curiae (friend of the court)
brief, Peter j. Rubin, "This case provides the
very best outcome that EAPA could have
hoped for." The Court specifically did not

Chapters that want
to pursue licensure
in their states can
...contact EAPA's
request a full packet
of materials and text
of the models.

limit the ability of the federal courts to
expand the scope of the privilege in future
cases. Justice Stevens, on behalf of the
strong (7— 2) majority wrote, "Because this
is the first case in which we have recognized
a psychotherapist privilege, it is neither nec-
essary nor feasible to delineate its full con-
tours in a way that would govern all con-
ceivablefuture questions in this area." Also,
the Court expanded the application of the
privilege to all licensed social workers, not
on the basis of title, but on the fact that they
provide or facilitate the same kind of mental
and emotional health services that other
psychotherapists offer.

The Court's opinion reflected the major
arguments made in EAPA's brief. EAPA
believes that the decision is the first step
toward providing protection for the confi-
dentiality of records of all licensed profes-
sionals who deal with mental and emotion-
al health. Because the opinion extends the
privilege to them, it provides one more

incentive for EA professionals to seek licen-
sure in the states. As more and more states
approve licensure laws, the profession
could have the opportunity in some future
case to seek specific protection for EA
records as well.

EAPA Board Approves
Model Licensure Acts

On May 13, the EAPA Board approved
two model state licensure bills for use by
local chapters interested in pursing licensure
in their states. One model provides for licen-
sure of EA title, the other for licensure of EA
title and practice.

The Board developed the two templates
to offer local chapters legislative options.
The Board, recognizing that the models are
not written in stone, expects members to
discuss, adapt, and mold the models so they
fit different state rules and political consider-
ations. At the same time, the Board encour-
ages all chapters to incorporate essential
elements of the models in order to ensure
that, when EA licensure laws are finally
enacted, there will be reciprocity of require-
ments between states. Essential elements
include: (1) licensure based on the national
CEAP criteria; (2) definition of EA profes-
sionalsand practice based on the seven core
services; and (3) the certainty of confiden-
tiality for EA records.

Summaries of the models and other
materials have been sent to local EAPA
chapter presidents and chapter Legislative
and Public Policy (L&PP) chairs. Chapters
that want to pursue licensure in their states
can contact EAPA's L&PP Department and
request a full packet of materials and text of
the models.

Chapter L&PP chairs will be encouraged
to develop legislative programs through
which members can discuss the models and
develop consensus on state legislative lan-
guage and strategies. States with more than
one chapter will need to forge a statewide
consensus on licensure before heading to
state capitals to educate elected officials on
the issues.
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Licensure Initiatives Underway:
Chapters Chalk Up Successes

North Carolina: On June 19, North
Carolina became the second state
(Tennessee was the first) to enact legislation

that specifically provides for the licensure of
EA professionals. The North Carolina
Chapter is to be congratulated for its multi-
year, sustained effort to enact this measure,
which provides for:

• The establishment of afive-member board
(appointed by the governor) with authori-
ry to set fees, issue regulations, and, hold
disciplinary hearings;

•Voluntary licensure of the title of EA pro-
fessional, with requirements that include
EACC certification, a master's degree, and
an undergraduate or graduate degree in a
human services field;

• Licensure that covers provision of the EA
profession's "core services," but not treat-
ment or counseling;

• A four-year grandfather clause;
• Reciprocity between states;
• An effective date of January 7, 1997.

Tennessee: In 1993, Tennessee became
the first state to enact an EA professional
licensure law. It provides for voluntary licen-
sure of the EA professional title based on the
CEAP criteria. Despite being effectively
administered for iwo years, outside groups
in early 1996 called for its elimination, or
"sunset', from the Tennessee code. EA pro-
fessionals objected and testified forcefully
before the legislature's "Sunset Subcommittee"
on June 19. As a result, subcommittee mem-
bers, instead of wiping out the statute, rec-
ommended that it be extended for four
years. Tennessee's three EAPA chapters have
joined together to assure that the full Sunset
Committee accepts this recommendation.

Virginia: In 1995, Vrginia's three EAPA
chapters reached a consensus on positions
and strategy and decided to seek licensure of
EA professionals in their state. Because the
legislature required that the issue be studied,

the vrginia chapters threw their support

behind a study resolution that subsequently
was approved. In late spring of this year,
House and Senate leaders appointed two

senators, three delegates, and two citizens to
the committee; Washington, DC-Area EAPA
Chapter President Dodie GiII, CEAP, is one
of the citizen members. The study commit-

tee is expected to release a report by the late
fall. If its findings are favorable, legislative

sponsors can be expected to introduce an
EA professional licensure bill early in the
1997 session. The EA profession recognizes
the outstanding cooperative effort being car-
ried out by the three Vrginia chapters.

New York: EAPA licensure bills have
been introduced in both houses of the New
York legislature. New York EAPA members
are backing action before the end of the
1996 session.

On June 7 9, North
Carolina became the
second state to
enact legislation that
specifically provides
for the licensure of
EA professionals.

Other States: EAPA chapters in the fol-
lowingstates have begun to explore the pos-
sibility of introducing some form of licensure
legislation in their states: AI, LA, MN, PA,
DE, MD, OR, NJ, NH, WI, IL, CA. (For infor-
mation on EAPA licensure models or the
North Carolina and Tennessee laws, please
contact the L&PP Department 703-522-
6272.)

16 Governors to Hold Meetings on
Model Laws This Year

In December 1993, the White House
Commission on Model State Drug Laws
published 42 model laws for use by legisla-
tors in efforts to combat illegal drug use. Six
models are workplace-related: one provides
for licensure of EA professionals, three for
establishment of Drug-Free Workplace pro-
grams, and two for corporate tax credits. In
1994, the U.S. Department of Justice, to pro-
mote passage of the models, established the
National Alliance on Model State Drug
Laws. This year the National Alliance is
working with 16 state governors to arrange
meetings on the models. EAPA has been
asked to contact its local chapters to identify
persons who can speak on behalf of and
advocate for the six workplace measures at
these state meetings. EA professionals have
already given presentations on drug-free
workplace and licensure issues at meetings

in Oregon Qune 6) and Georgia Qune 28).
Preparations are underway to select EA pro-
fessionals to speak on the same topics in the
following 14 states: CA, FL, HI, KS, IA, LA,
MI, MN, MS, NJ, NV, OK, PA, UT.

Washington State Enacts
Prototype DFWP Law

This spring, the State of Washington
enacted a comprehensive Drug-Free
Workplace (DFWP)/Workers' Compensation
Premium Reduction (WCPR) Law that pro-
vides afive percent reduction in workers'
comp premium fees for companies that insti-
tute DFWP programs that include mandato-
ry referrals to EAPs. For more information,
see article on page 14 of this issue.)

Board Approves Public Policy
Conference for 1997

L&PP Committee Chair Jim Harting has
appointed WII )ones, CEAP, of Shreveport,
Louisiana, to head the committee that will
plan for EAPA's Sixth Public Policy
Conference to be held in Washington, DC,
in the spring of 1997. Watch for further
details in the next issue of the EAPf1
Exchange. ►~?
.................................................................................

In Memoriam
EAPA member Rev. Anthony "Tony"

Lamar Romeo, CEAP, died May 2 at his
home in Charlotte, North Carolina. He
served as the director of employee assis-
tancefor United Family Services. A grad-
uate of Florida State University, he
received a master of divinity from
Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary.

Contributions in his memory may be
made to Harris Hospice Unit, c%
Presbyterian Hospital, 200 Hawthorne
Lane, Charlotte, NC 28204; Hospice at
Charlotte, 1420 East Seventh Street,
Charlotte 28204; or Hickory Grove
Baptist Church, 6050 Hickory Grove
Road, Charlotte 28215.

EAPA member Ronald ~Ilard died
of a heart attack on May 10.
Contributions in his memory may be
made to Ron Willard Memorial Fund,
c% Gateway Rehabilitation Center,
Moffett Run Road, Aliquippia, PA 15001-
9106. For more information, contact R.
Paul Long, 412-242-7903.
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EAPA AROUND TFIE WORLD

In )une, EAPA members and stafF greeted officials from the Republic of Slovakia who wanted
to know more about how EAPs could help fight substance abuse in the workplace. Shown
above left is EAPA member Phil Flench, CEAP, who led the discussion with the visitors. Shown
above right are those who attended the meeting (I to r): (front row) Dr. Lubomir Okruhlica,
Hubert Humphrey Fellow at The Johns Hopkins University, who acted as interpreter for the
group; Dr. Zuzana Panisova, General Secretary of the Board of Ministries for Drug
Dependencies and Drug Control; Dr. Martin Haber, Administrator for Drug Dependencies;
(back row) Ashley Harris, Resource Center manager; COO Sylvia Straub; Bernice Bennett,
Partnership Coordinator with the American International Health Alliance who served as host;
EAPA member Phil Flench, CEAP; Director of Communications Kay Springer.

On )une 5, Legislative and
Public Policy Director
Sheila Macdonald repre-
sented EAPA at a press con-
ference announcing results
of a comprehensive study
entitled, "Substance Abuse
and the American
Woman." She is shown
here with Joseph A.
Califano, Jr., chairman and
president of the National
Center on Addiction and
Substance Abuse, who was
a featured speaker.

In April, EAPA member Elena Carr, CEAP,
who is program manager of the George
Meany Substance Abuse Institute, wel-
comed members to the EAPA Board of
Directors meeting, held at the Institute, and
provided an introduction to the Institute's
goals.

EAPA member Dotty Blum,
CEAP, was designated to pre-
sent COO Sylvia Straub with a
check to support the computer
upgrading at EAPA Headquar-
ters. The check was donated
by chapters in the Mid-Atlantic
Region. (see page 4 for more
information.)

In an effort to support the mental health
parity amendment to the health insurance
referendum legislation, EAPA (represented
by Sheila Macdonald) attended a special
press conference in June. Shown here are
prime sponsors of the amendments (I to r):
Sen. Allen Simpson (R-WY); Sen. Pete
Domenici (R-NM); and Sen. Paul Wellstone
(D-MN).

Rumor has it that the June 20-21 meeting of the Southern EACC CEAP Exam Item Reviewers met in Ann Arbor, Michigan, on June 7-8.
Wisconsin Chapter was a huge success. Shown here are Pictured (I to r) are: (front row) Bettie Jackson, Professional Testing Corporation;
workshop presenters Don Magruder, CEAP (who is also Yng Gee, CEAP, EAPA Board member; (back row) Chuck Kehrer, CEAP, EACC
EAPA President-Elect); and Jim Carpenter, CEAP (who is also Commissioner; Ron Winters, CEAP, EACC Commissioner; Bob Belaire, CEAP;
chairman of the EAPA Exchange Advisory Committee). Rick Sanders, CEAP; Steven Posen, CEAP, EACC Chair; Jerry Nadolski, CEAP.
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ON THE L~►BOR FRONT

Labor, Management, and Workplace Violence
by John "Mickey" McKay, M.Ed., CEAP, CAS, President, EAPA Massachusetts/Rhode Island Chapter

Let me begin by telling you what this is
not about: It is not about blaming
labor or management for the violence

in the workplace. What it is about is show-
ing how both labor and management can
prevent violence in the workplace. The for-
mat is not one of reaction, but rather, one of
pro-action. Let us look at the results of the
past, the practices of the present, and the
possible regression to the past if changes are
not made in the future. With the onset of
downsizing, the first thing to go is the EAP
and this one action, in and of itself, may be
the single greatest contributor to enhancing
the possibility of workplace violence.

In the past, there was no vehicle for
addressing problems within the workplace,
but then came the EAP, which addressed all
the employee's human problems. Super-
visors were trained to refer a client to the
EAP for these problems, but in the spectrum
of the broad brush approach of the EAP, the
problem of violence within the workplace
was not an issue. The result was that this
problem was never addressed, and being a
society of reaction rather than pro-action,
we found ourselves asking, "How did this
happen?"

Now, being reactionary by nature, we
are asking ourselves, "What can we do
about this problem in the present?" The solu-
tion to this problem can be found in the past
and the future, but the change must occur in
the present. 1f we draw from the broad
brush structure of the EAP of the past and
then include workplace violence within the
broad brush approach, we will have to train
supervisors on how to refer a client to the
EAP for situations that may indicate a ten-
dency toward a possible violent situation.
Supervisors were reluctant to address this
issue in the past, with predictable results.

Labor's Role

So far, all of this has been about manage-
ment, but labor must also be accountable. The
labor steward must also be trained because: (1)
he or she may be the first person on the scene,

and (2) the union member is more likely to talk
to a steward than a supervisor.

When alabor/management EAP exists,
the implementation of training stewards may
not be difficult. With the emergence of
member assistance programs (MAPS), this
training may appear to be more difficult to
acquire, but to not utilize these programs
within the workplace would not only be ill-
advised but also unwise. MAPS might be
one way to transcend this problem.

MAPS, if properly implemented, can be
very effective in de-escalating violence. But
if the MAP has no structure for resolution
within the workplace, the potential for vio-
lence could increase. And being the reac-
tionary people we are, we will, again, ask
ourselves, What can we do about this prob-
lem? If we want to change the future, we
have to learn from the past and make
changes in the present. The time for making
a meaningful change about violence in the
workplace is now.

Labor must incorporate within their
union contracts the continuation of
labor/management EAPs and MAPS as well
as management EAPs so that the employee's
access to assistance for problems within the
workplace is not compromised with the
onset of downsizing. Management must
provide training for stewards as well as for
supervisors on all issues that may affect the
employee. For example, stress associated

with some of the public sector fields, such as
police, fire, public transportation, and postal
service, are often not addressed or resolved.
This stress can lead to post-traumatic stress
disability (PTSD). Critical incident stress
debriefings (CISDs) have addressed the
stress-related problems that occur as a result
of an incident of major proportions. But
what about the small and individual stress
factors that are ongoing and not resolved? If
this stress is not relieved, the possibility of
workplace violence will increase.

Unfortunately, these issues are not given
the attention they deserve. There is a need
to allow an employee enough time to
receive the proper professional help that he
or she needs. This is a necessity, not a luxu-
ry. If a new agreement has to be negotiated
to accomodate this need, then it is the
responsibility of both labor and manage-
ment to accomplish this. Sending a person
back to work prior to resolving the cause of
the stress only leads to PTSD and increases
the possibility of violence within the work-
place.

It is time for us to real ize that the employ-
ee and the union member are one and the
same. Time, circumstances, and the prob-
lem of workplace violence may have dictat-
ed that solutions to this problem may very
well come from that unlikely alliance of
union and management. ►~?

HELPING EMPLOYEES COPE WITH
WORI~LACE CHANGE

8:30am-4pm SEMINAR Oct. 4 Wash DC
DR J. SHEP JEFFREYS

Author of Coping with Workplace Change: Dealing With Loss and Grief (Crisp Pb1,1995~
(For survivors of layoffs and other organizational change)

Fee: $110 (includes copy of book, materials and coffee breaks)
EAP PDHs and Social Work CEUs applied for.

FOR INFO: J.S. Jeffreys &Assoc. 301-854-0623 410-730-6070
Jeffreys@softaid.net http://www.softaid.net/jeffreys/jj/home.html
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS

EAPA Britannic Chapter to Publish
Guidelines on Evaluation and Audit

International News in Brief

The newsbrief format aims to provide
broader international news coverage to
members. If you would like to share EAP-
related news from your country for pub-
lication in a future edition of the EAP,A
Exchange, send two-four paragraphs of
information to Sally Lipscomb, Interna-
tional Director (fax: 703-522-1260;
e-mail Internet: 105353377@com-
puserve.com). EAPA members wishing to
submit local news within the United
Kingdom, Brazil, or Hong Kong should
contact the EAPA members listed below
who are reporting for their respective
countries.

has EAPA endorsed the tape and
workbook program

"Wealth On Any Income"?

Because it was created by Rennie
Gabriel? Yes, Rennie's a UCLA
Instructor and Certified Financial
Planner with over 23 years of

experience who also knows the
issues facing EAPs based on his
serving local and national EAP com-
mittees. For both EAPs and clients,
you can learn to: ̀ Feel rich on any
income, even if you're in debt.
'Live within your income within 90
days, guaranteed. 'Save more than

10% of your income each month.
•Handle emergency spending
without financial disaster. •Get out
of debt, and stay out of debt. ̀ Set
financial goals, create the action

steps to achieve them, and create
financial independence.

To order, Call (800) 94a2b22
Or, send S59 plus S4 S&H to:

Rennie Gabriel
5189 Gaviota Ave.

Encino, CA X1436-1428
CA residents add 54.04 sales tax.
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Third-Party Audits and Other
News in the U.K.

Third-party EAP audits are a relatively
new development in the U.K. As a result,

the EAPA Britannic Chapter has developed

its "Guidelines on Evaluation and Audit'

document, which is scheduled to be pub-

lished in early autumn 1996.
A significant trend over the past year has

been the switch from internal to external
provision, especially in major government

departments. External providers now service
more than 60 percent of all employees cov-
ered by EAPs. Though the market continues
to grow rapidly, EAPs cover approximately
four percent of all U.K. employees—some
one million workers and their families. We
still have a long way to go to match the U.S.!

Employers are looking much more close-
ly at the legal responsibilities they have for
the mental health of their employees at
~n~ork. The good work done by EAPA mem-
bers over the years has clearly played its part
in this, but, so too have events that took
place last year. The government-sponsored
Health and Safety Executive issued its
"Employers' Guide on Stress at Work" and
then, in November, the first successful stress
liability action was brought against an
employer—a local government agency.
Both now feature strongly in discussions
about providing employee assistance.

Submitted by Richard Hopkins,President,
EAP:1 Britannic Chapter (fax: 44-171-228-
0002).

New Brazilian Chapter is Active

The Brazilian Chapter conducted a mail
survey of 400 EA professionals in Brazil. The
results will be presented at a forum on
chemical dependency treatment in the
Brazilian workplace, an event expected to
attract 500 professionals. The survey results
have also been submitted for presentation at
the annual EAPA convention in Chicago.

In September, the chapter is planning a
one-day event to discuss the future of the
EAP in Brazil. The featured speaker will be
the Minister of Labor who will be requested
to speak on job stability. The rest of the day

will be devoted to discussion groups and a
plenary session.

At both of the events mentioned above,
new members will be recruited. The chapter
has now established a schedule of meetings
for the rest of the year. For more information,
see page 24.

Submitted by Angela Herrera, President,
Brazilian EAPA Chapter (fax: c% Ms.
Elisianne Nopper, 55-11-247-9606).

Human Dynamic Asia Pacific Ltd.
Expands Services in Taiwan Where
EAP Is Growing

In Taiwan, both government and industry
are gradually paying more attention to the
need for employee assistance. Many major

companies are hiring full- or part-time offi-

cers to provide services, usually covering the
areas of counselling, education, recreation,
complaints, and consultation. There are also
some foreign investment companies con-
tracting their EAP service to local coun-
selling organizations.

In 1995, Human Dynamic Asia Pacific
Ltd. was appointed by National Semicon-
ductor to provide EAP services in the Asian
Pacific Region. In 1996, we began serving
Northern Telecom and Polaroid employees
in Taiwan, as well. To accomplish this ser-

vice, we have affiliated with the Center for
Human Development, the first professional
counselling organization in Taiwan. The
Center has a team of clinical psychologists

and professional counsellors to provide
counseling, psychological testing, training,

and workshops in various areas.
Submitted by Lisa Lin, Consultant

Human Dynamic Asia Pacific Ltd., Hong

Kong (fax: 852-2542-4668; e-mail:
hdc@hklink.net).

BE THERE!
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CONFERENCES &WORKSHOPS

The following conferences and workshops
have been approved for professional devel-
opmenthours (PDHs) as the EAPA Exchange
went to press:

EAPA North Carolina Chapter
August 9 in Research Triangle Park,
"Interviewing and Detecting Client
Deception," 6 hrs.; contact Vicki
Harrington, 919-355-9035.

West Oaks Hospital
The following workshops will take place in
Houston: August 13, "Ethics for EAP," 1.5
hrs.; September 10, "The Vanishing Job: An
EAP Dilemma, Why the Workplace is
Downsizing and Flattening," 1.5 hrs.;
September 27, "Eldercare Resources," 2.5
hrs.; October 8, "Financial Problems That
Trap Workers Today," 1.5 hrs.; contact Mary
Schultz, 800-628-1103.

EAPA Erie/Ontario Chapter
August 20 in Buffalo, NY, "Naltrexone—A
Solution?," 1 hr; October 15, "Dealing with
the Chemically Dependent Adolescent," 1
hr.; contact Joseph Honnegger, 716-879-
5322.

Student Assistance Services
August 22 in Ardsley, NY, "Brief Solution

Focused Therapy with Adolescent Alcohol

and Drug Abusers," 4 hrs.; September 30 in

New Rochelle, "Peer Care: A symposium

on Impaired Nursing Practice," 4 hrs.; con-

tactJudith Winston, 914-674-0400.

EAPA West Virginia Chapter
August 27, "Review of Dupont EAP Survey,"
1.5 hrs.; contact Stephen Mason, 304-747-
~ Aso.

EAPA First State Chapter
August 28, "Treating Oppositional
Disorders," 1 hr.; October 25 in Newark,
"Personal and Psychological Problems," 1
hr.; contact Felicia Hickman, 302-428-
2104.

EAPA Greater Flint Chapter
September 5, "Who's Taking Care of You?,"
1 hr.; November 7, "EAP Policy and
Administration," 1 hr.; October 3 in
Saginaw, MI, "Nutrition—For Substance
Abuse Clients," 1 hr.; contact Tom McHale,
87 0-236-6834.

Greenbriar Treatment Center
September 6, "Supervisory Training I:
Identifying and Addressing Substance Abuse
in the Workplace," 3 hrs.; September 20,
"The New 'Rage': Crack and Designer
Drugs," 3 hrs.; October 18, "When You
Don't Have Time for Stress: Quick Tips for
Stress Management," 3 hrs.; contact William
Dorn, 412-225-9700.

EAPA Lone Star Chapter
The following workshops will take place in
Fort Worth: September 9, "Survival
Techniques for EAPs in a Managed Care
Arena," 1 hr.; October 14, "Depression in
the Workplace," 1 hr.; November 11,
"Prevention of Violence in the Workplace,"
1 hr.; contact Les Vrgil, 214-869-4196.

Wood County Council on
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse, Inc.
September 20 in Perrysburg, OH,
"Boundaries, Relationships, and Spirituality:
The Missing Link to Addictions Recovery," 6
hrs.; contact Suann R. Stewart Snyder, 419-
872-1232.

EAPA Potomac Chapter
September 20 in Rockville, MD, "Regional
and Local EAPA Update," 1.5 hrs.; October
18 in Montgomery County, "EAPA
Standards," 1.5 hrs.; November 15 (location
to be announced), "Helping Clients with
Financial Issues," 1.5 hrs.; contact Ann
Rieciuti, 301-695-8390.

Upper Valley Medical Centers/
Strouder Memorial Hospital
September 20 in Piqua, OH, "Community
Perspectives on Volence: Prevention and
Intervention Issues for the Mental Health

Professional," 6 hrs.; contact Tami Yahle,

513-332-8593.

U.S.. Journal Training
October 3-5 in Las Vegas, "Counseling Skills
for the Next Millennium," 11 workshops for
1-1.5 hrs.; contact Lorrie Keip, 954-360-
0909, ext. 220.

South Central Wisconsin
October 4 in Madison, "Managed Care and
the Role EAP Plays," 2 hrs.; November 1 in
Madison, "The Role of the Adult Child in

Caring for an Aging Parent," 2 hrs.; contact
Connie Hultman, 608-266-2615.

Passaic County Council on
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Prevention, Inc.
The following workshops will take place at
Passaic Beth Israel Hospital: October 5,
"Young Lives at the Crossroads: Promoting
Behavioral Change/Harvesting the
Potential," 5.5 hrs.; October 19,
"Introduction to Temperament Training: A
valuable Assessment Tool for Addiction
Counselors and Other Professionals; 5.5
hrs.; October 26, "The New Heroin," 6 hrs.;
contact Sr. Pauline Kuntne, 201-473-3366.

Office of Personnel Management
October 30 in Washington, D.C., "Critical

Incident Stress Management," 5 hrs.; con-

tact Mary Giallorenzi, 202-606-1636.

Other Conferences and
Workshops

Queen Mary Centr-e
The following workshops will take place in
Hanmer Springs, New Zealand: August~2~
16, "Individual Counselling for Addictive
Disease," October 14-19, "Family Coun-
selling for Addictive Disease," November
25-29, "Relapse Prevention for Addictive
Disease,"; contact Queen Mary Centre,
Private Bag 101, Hanmer Springs, New
Zealand, 64-03-315-7016; (fax) 64-03-315-
7449; e-mail:100244.2527Qcompuserve.com.

The Global Behavioral Healthcare
Summit
September 7-9 in San Francisco; call 415-
435-9821 for more information.

Disease Management Congress
September 16-19 in Washington, D.C.; call
617-270-6000 for more information.

11th Annual EAP Conference
October 2-3 in Dublin, Ireland, "Stress at
Work—The Price of Change"; November 12
in Waterford, Ireland, "Abduction of False
Imprisonment of Managers, Employees, and
Key Holders," contact EAP Institute, 353-51-
55733; (fax) 353-51-7632.
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Orin the ear o your customers, sales-
people and hottest prospects. We have
over 15,000 union made promotional
items including logoed sportswear,
advertising specialties, plaques &
awards, and executive gifts. Every one is
proudly made in the US.A., would look
great with your logo and is perfect for:

Customer/client acquisition.

Customer/client retention.

Conference, sales meeting and
special event give-sways.

Sales contest incentives.

As the official supplier of all EAPA
logoed merchandise, we have over
15,000 ideas to help you attract and
keep more business. Call us today and
let us put those ideas to work for you

Scam Promotional Markefing

(800) 700-E~IPA
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

More References for Cultural
Diversity

am a new associate member of EAPA.
work as a pastoral counselor at Holy Cross
House in Brooklyn, New York. The latest
copy of the EAPA Exchange is only my third
one; however, i am truly inspired by the high
caliber of both the articles and the writing.

Having taken courses in ethnicity and fami-
ly therapy, I found the articles in this
March/April 1996 issue to be very educa-
tional and very appropriate to what's going
on in the real world.

An excellent resource for EAPs is
McGoldrick, Pearce, and Giordano's
Ethnicity and Family Therapy, published by
the Guilford Press. It is an appropriate fol-
low-up to both Dr. Will Jones' article on cul-
tural diversity and Dr. Daniel Lanier's on
African American clients.

first came in contact with the EAPA

Exchange through free materials sent to
members of the AAPC. I cannot express to
you my great joy in now being a member of

this truly professional, helping association.
Congratulations on your 25th anniversary.

(Rev.) Francis C. Spataro, M.S.
Pastoral Counselor
Holy Cross House
P.O. Box 110482, Brooklyn, New York 11211

Have You Changed ;
Your Address? ;

~ If you have moved and have not yet informed 1

~ EAPA Headquarters, please f II out the form ~
~ below and send it to Juanita Padgett, do EAPA ~
~ Headquarters, 2101 ~Ison Boulevard, Suite ~

500, Arlington, Vrginia 22201.

~ Former Address: ~

1 1
1 1
1 1
1

~ New Address: ~

1 1

1
1 1

L---------------J

Not Enough Notice for Conferences
and Workshops Listings?

As a long time member of EAPA, I look

forward to receiving the EAP,4 Exchange,
and I find most of the articles to be interest-
ing as well as educational. But the most
annoying thing about your publication is the
Conferences and Workshops listing.

received the March/April issue of the
Exchange today, April 18, and of the 19

EACC-approved Conferences and Work-

shops listed, only two are scheduled after
April 18th. The other 17 are of no interest
because they have already taken place.

In my opinion, this is a missed opportu-
nity to serve the EAPA membership better.
feel that you and your staff could and should

do a better job of providing this information

in a more timely manner, particularly if the
goal of the column is to alert the members of
education and training opportunities.

JoAnn Moore
President
GWC Incorporated
P.O. Box 5023, Cahokia, Illinois 62206

Editor's Note: This letter brings up two points:

1. Do EAPA members prefer to see (a) cur-

rent listings (starting on or aher fifth day of
second month of the bimonthly issue, that is,
after June 5 for the May/June, or (b) later list
ings, for example, onl y those taking place on
July 7 or later for the May/June issue? (Please
call (703-522-6272) or fax (703-522-1260)
your response).

2. Barring any unusual difficulties in the
production schedule, the magazine is
mailed in the last week of January, March,
May, July, and September, and the second
week of November. With the second class
postage, delivery should take no more than

eight business days. To improve delivery
time, we recommend that you have the
magazine mailed to your home instead of
your business address. To initiate that
change, use the change of address form at
left.

--- - ~ ~ ~~



Order a free 17
minute preview
tape' No risk

nor obligation.,

THE EIGHTH ANNUAL RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL ON

MANAGEMENT ~vn CLINICAL ASPECTS of EAP PRACTICE
APRIL 27-~'I.al' 2~ 1997

Maritime Institute Seminar &Conference Center, Baltimore, Maryland*
Co-Sponsored by:

Lniversity of 1laryland School of Social Work & E~PDigcst Magazine

PROGRAM DIRECTOR: Dr. Dale Masi, School of Social Work
CONFERENCE COORDINATOR: George T. Watkins, Publisher, EAP Digest

TOPICS AND FACULTY MEMBERS INCLUDE:

■ THE FUTURE OF THE WORKPLACE - by Dr. Pat Stocker
■ THE FUTURE OF CLINICAL PRACTICE

- by Dr. Jesse Harris

■ HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT - by Dr. Judy Olian

■ EVALUATION OF EAPS/MBHC PROGRAMS
- by Dr. Dale Masi

■ MARKETING WORKSHOP - by Dr. Robert E. Krapfel Jr.

FOR BROCHURE, WRITE OR CALL:
Conference Management Department
EAP Digest • 1270 Rankin Drive, Suite F

Troy, MI 48083-2843

1-800-453-7733

■ LEGAL ASPECTS OF EAP PRACTICE - by Jim Kelley

■ CLINICAL ASPECTS OF ADDICTION AND RECOVERY
- by C.C. Nuckols

■ WORKPLACE VIOLENCE.- by Dr. Dale Masi

■ CRITICAL INCIDENT STRESS DEBRIEFING
by Jefi Mitchell

■ HEALTH CARE REFORM AND MANAGED BEHAV-
IORALHEALTHCARE - by Chuck Taylor

TUITION
S1,950 - (program, meals, lodging)
S1,650 - (program and meals only)

payable in U.S. Funds

`The Conference Center is conveniently
located near BWI Airport.

EARLY REGISTRATION IS
RECOMMENDED AS ATTENDANCE

IS LIMITED.



CERTIFICATION UPDATE

Efforts to Move CEAPs Forward Are Working
by Steven Posen, CEAP, EACC Chair

These are exciting times for the Certified
Employee Assistance Professional:

• There were more than 500 applicants for
the May 1996 examination.

• The rate of CEAPs recertifying is growing.
• A recently published survey indicates that

on average, CEAPs earn more money
than non-CEAPs.

• The credential is recommended as part of
the requirements for licensure in model
state legislation.

This news has kept the EACC staff
extremely busy. Their work goes largely
unsung, and they deserve some well-earned
recognition.

Certification Director Joni Reed Cooley

Coming in September
to handle ALL your EAP

records &documentation, and
giving you more time for clients.

You will soon have a choice: Windows or DOS
versions of TopDrawer, the most-used software
for EAP record keeping. The Windows version
gives you the advantages of working with a
mouse, quicker response and easier printing.
TopDrawer provides full-size intake, case
record and insurance claim screens. It mair-
tains areferral database and tracks non-clieid
activities such as training and interventions. It
produces meaningful, uncomplicated activit~i
reports.
TopDrawer for Windows: $585. For DOS: $435.
Upgrade from Dos to windows: $95

TopDrawer keeps it simple
FREE SAMPLE PROGR{~M!

Call 1-800-354-O~t28
~? = '~ or 303-796-91106

~' ROTHSCHILD'S 
FAX303-850-7977

~' ~ ~ ~ Rothschild's Files
P.O. Box 3106

_ Littleton CO 80161
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oversees the entire certification process, in
addition to assisting the Commission as it
moves forward to implement the new eligi-
biliry requirements. Joni also handles hun-
dreds of weekly calls about the certification,
and she is preparing to develop a new data-
base to streamline all of these daily activities
as well as the new eligibility requirements.
A new addition to the EAPA staff is

Kimberly wllis, certification manager, who
replaced Diane Harp. Kimberly very quickly
immersed herself in the last-minute rush of
processing applications for the May exam
and is working her way through the large
number of requests for recertification by
PDHs.
A special note of thanks also goes to the

many other EAPA "on loan" staff who assist
whenever they can.

The Commissioners are also working to
maintain the credential:

Paul Hufnagel, vice chairman of the
Examination Committee, oversees the
development and administration of the
bi-annual examination. He also reviews
questions about an individual's eligibility.
Paul is working with a subcommittee to
implement the advisement requirements
for 1998. These need to be finalized this
year in order to be publicized during
1997 to give candidates time to meet the
requirement.
Elizabeth Thorpe, vice chair of Recertifi-
cation, is working on rewriting the recer-
tification manual to reflect the changes in
requirements. With the Certification
Director, she also reviews those recertifi-
cation applications that require special
attention. One recertification request was
accompanied by a box containing more
than 10 pounds of documentation!
Diane Mcllwain chairs the Code of
Conduct Committee. Although the num-
ber of complaints against CEAPs has been
few, Diane makes sure that complaints
are handled in a timely manner and that
the prescribed procedures are followed.
Under her direction, the committee is
reviewing the Code and procedures to
ensure that they reflect current and best
practice.

• EACC Treasurer Carl King sits on the
EAPA Finance Committee and has
responsibility for the budget.

• Konstantin von Vetinghoff-Scheel is head-
ing up a subcommittee to develop and
implement the international credential.

The remaining EACC Commissioners are:
Midgie Brawley, Ken Burgess, Geraldine
Hooper, Betty Hosokawa, Chuck Kehrer, Jim
Nestor, Marsha White, and Ron Winters;
Kathleen Handron, our newest Commis-
sioner, was recently appointed to replace
outgoing Commissioner Mary Bernstein,
who resigned when she accepted her cur-
rent position in the U.S. Department of
Transportation.

You Make the Difference

The responsibility for maintaining the
success of this credential falls to each CEAP
and EAPA chapter. For example, when you
apply for PDHs in a timely manner and pro-
vide the EACC with the necessary docu-
mentation, the EACC staff can evaluate the
training content and the presenters more
quickly. Many times PDH applications are
incomplete, requiring additional conversa-
tion and documentation. At other times,
requests come in after the 30-day deadline
with the expectation that the EACC staff will
drop other timely requests. This hurts every-
one.

One last reminder: Those CEAPs who
choose to recertify by PDHs need to keep
track of their own PDHs and provide the
necessary documentation to support your
attendance at conferences and other train-
ing programs. With post-approvals, EACC
staff need additional documentation to
determine that the training meets the crite-
ria for one of the six content areas. It is also
important that 60 percent be in Content
Areas 3 and 4. The Recertification Guide
has forms to help you keep track of PDHs
and complete the process as simply as pos-
sible.

Your attention to these requirements will
help expedite your requests for PDH
approval and recertification. ►`~
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INFOTRACKS

Workplace Wellness Program
on Treating Headache Pain
Now Available

Targeting the headache, leading cause of
employee absenteeism, Bristol-Myers and
the Wellness Councils of America have
developed a new program entitled
"Managing Headache in the Workplace."
Free program kits include:

• A guide explaining how to conduct an
educational seminar

• Presentation slides
• A videotape
• Worksheets and other handouts

The materials are intended to help
reduce absenteeism, increase productivity,
and improve the quality of life for headache
sufferers.

To order a free program kit, fax your
request on company letterhead, stating the
contact name, title, and number of company
employees to Managing Headache in the
Workplace, P.O. Box 6517, West Caldwell,
New Jersey 07007-6517; phone: 201-808-
9643.

New Book Offers Help
in Developing Substance
Abuse Policies

Investing in the Workplace: How

Business and Labor Pay for Substance Abuse

Treatment, published by Drug Strategies,
provides comparative trends in employer-

based substance abuse treatment provisions,

and helps employers create workplace poli-

cies that are based on laws protecting sub-

stance abusers as well as employers.
The report notes that employers are the

single most important source of healthcare

coverage for persons under age 65, and sub-

stance abuse impacts every employment sec-
tor. Consequently, employers' choices about
the extent and content of healthcare coverage

influence the availability of substance abuse

treatment for a broad segment of the U.S.
population. The report also focuses on the

employer's role in providing access to sub-

stance abuse treatment, both by making

healthcare available and by allowing employ-

eesjob-protected time to seek treatment.
Investing in the Workplace provides a

new look at the users and providers of pri-
vate substance abuse treatment, using data
from the National Drug and Alcoholism

Treatment Unit Survey and the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics Employee Benefit Survey.
The analysis includes details on who

receives privately funded treatment and
which treatment facilities and services are

funded by private coverage.

The report includes a lengthy discussion
of what employers are doing about sub-
stance abuse. In the context of testing, disci-

plinary actions, and personnel policies, the
report explores the specific protection of the

Americans with Disabilities Act and the
Family and Medical Leave Act for both

employers and employees.
Investing in the Workplace, a 35-page

report including 9 pages of data tables on

treatment trends and labor statistics related
to substance abuse, costs $12.95. For addi-

tional information, please call, fax, or write

to: Drug Strategies, 2445 M Street, N.W.,

Suite 480, Washington, D.C. 20037; phone:
202/663-6090; fax: 202/663-6110.

Need Help? Call These EAPA
Committee Members

Two EAPA committees—Small Business,

and Ethnic and Cultural Concerns—are

offering their personal assistance to EAPA

members.

The Small Business Committee is devel-

oping materials that will provide more spe-
cific information on:

• How to set up an EAP for a small business
• How to market to the smal I business sector
• How to set up a consortium to deliver ser-

vices to the small business community

While these materials are being com-
piled, members of the committee have
agreed to answer questions on these same
subjects. The following is a list of committee
members by region:

Eastern/Mid-Atlantic Regions

Jack Canavan, Enfield, NH

603-632-5726

Miriam Aaron, Latham, NY

518-782-9400, ext. 282

Marcia E. Nagle, White Plains, NY

800-666-5327

Mary Joyce Pruden, Rockville, MD
301-443-0369

Dick Bickerton, Alexandria, VA

703-836-1096

Southern/Southwestern Regions

Bob Challenger, Madeira Beach, FL

813-392-7278

Terry Cowan, Austin, TX
512-343-9595

Jimmie Wooding, Little Rock, AR
501-686-2588

Jerry Wilson, Lake Worth, FL
407-967-8025

Mid-West/North Central Regions

Kristine Brennan, Lincoln, NE

402-476-0186

Western/Pacific Regions

G.M. "Red" Roe, Carson City, NV

702-885-8634

Don Rothschild, Littleton, CO
303-796-9606

International Region
Deborah Carr, Hamilton, Bermuda
809-292-9000

Cultural Diversity Speakers

Noting a lack of adequate and accurate
information, members of the Ethnic and
Cultural Concerns Committee are available
to speak on cultural diversity at EAPA chap-
ter meetings, provided that their travel
expenses are covered by the chapter. Those
interested in arranging for such speakers
should call Crystal Simms at 302-764-1374.
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Dual Diagnosis," p. 14,
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"The Manifest Destiny of EAPs (1995
Edition)," p. 24, July/August 1995.

Chris Bitten, CEAP
"The Employee Assistance Professional: A
Balancing Act," p. 30, May/June 1996.

Brenda Blair, CEAP
"The 60th International AA Convention: A
Lesson in Miracles," p. 36,
September/October 1995.

Stewart Bloom, MSW, LCSW
"Emerging Trends in Public/Private
Partnerships," p. 20, July/August 1995

Richard F. Buckley
"Department of Transportation Alcohol and
Drug Testing Rules by Agency," p. 30,
March/April 1996.

John Burke, CEAP
"The Integrated Product: Partnership of the
90s," p. 18, July/August 1995.

Tamara Cagney, RN, MFCC, CEAP
"EAP Assessments: Tools for the Trade," p.
8, September/October 1995; "Setting
Dynamic Standards for a Dynamic Field,"
p. 27, May/June 1996.

George Cobbs, Jr., CEAP
"Management by Objective," p. 2,
July/August 1995; "New Places, New
Possibilities," p. 2, September/October
1995; "Moving Along According to Our
Plan," p. 2, November/December 1995;
"1995: Thanks for the Memories," p. 2,
January/February 1996; "What Lies Ahead
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"Challenges Facing State Government
EAPs," p. 26, November/December 1995.
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November/December 1995.
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"The Road to Accreditation," p. 8,
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Paula Harney, LPC
"An Update to EAP Curricula in Higher
Education," p. 10, January/February 1996.

Kirk Harlow
"The Road to Accreditation," p. 8,
November/December 1995; "The Value of
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"It Only Comes Once: EAPA's 25th Annual
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"Cooperation Leads to Fertile Ground," p.
32, July/August 1995; "Anywhere—
Anytime," p. 37, September/October 1995;
"Seattle: Wet and Wonderful," p. 44,
January/February 1996.

John Maynard, CEAP
"The Road to Accreditation," p. 8,
November/December 1995.

Brian McWilliams
"Getting to Know You—One Day at a
Time," p. 34, March/April 1996.

~Iliam L. Mermis, Ph.D., and John L.
Schlacter, Ph.D.
"'Marketing and Delivering EAPs," p. 38,
September/October 1995.

Raymond F. Mitchell, CEAP
"Telephone Assessment: A Lifeline to Many
Potential EAP Users," p. 24,
January/February 1996.

James Oher, CEAP
"Mental Health in the Workplace: A
Practical Psychiatric Guide reviewed by Jim
Oher, CEAP," p. 28, January/February 1996.

Monica Oss
"The Behavioral Health Industry—
Historical Perspectives, Current Trends, and
Future Developments," p. 14, July/August
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Charla Parker, MPA, CEAP
"Health Care Reform: Crisis or Opportunity
for EAPs?," p. 22, July/August 1995.

Gerry Pas, MS, CEAP
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Debra Reynolds, CEAP
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Guy H. Ross, CEAP
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Don Rothschild, MA, CEAP
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Concept," p. 18, September/October 1995.

Peter Rubin
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EAPA Files Brief in U.S. Supreme Court
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Terri Schmidt, LCSW
"Why Minorities and the Working Poor
Need EAPs," p. 14, March/April 1996.
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"U.S. and German Youth: Separated by
More Than an Ocean," p. 35,
November/December 1995; "How EA
Professionals Can Help Employees
Deployed to Bosnia-Herzegovina," p. 33,
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James Shaw, CEAP
"Two Companies, Two EA Models, Two
Success Stories," p. 40, May/June 1996.

Donna Smith
"The Role of the Substance Abuse
Professional: What the DOT Regulations
Do and Don't Require," p. 12,
September/October 1995.

Kay Springer
"EAPA United Kingdom Chapter Develops
Professional Standards for International
EAPs," p. 27, July/August 1995; "EAP
Assessments: Tools for the Trade," p. 8,
September/October 1995; "Five EAPA
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1995; "Expanding the Horizons of the EA
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Sandra Turner
"When Disaster Strikes: EAPA's Emergency
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The EAPA Conference and ~~iibits will be located in the Hyatt Regency Chicago. Located on the Chicago River, next to
Chicago's Loop, near lake Michigan the Hyatt is 20-30 minutes from O'Hare International Airport and 20 minutes from
Midway Airport, Hyatt Regency Hotel, 151 East Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL 60611. Phone: 312/565-1234 FaY: 312/565-
2966. Attendees will have access to Chicago's Magnificent Mile, offering shopping, entertainment, parks, museums, profes-
sional sports stadiums and other cultural attractions.

HOTEL ROOM RATES

$135.00 Single or Double Occupancy. One bedroom suites start at $365.00. These rates will be subject to state, local and
occupancy taxes currently at the rate of 14.9%. Room rates will apply three days before and three days after the official con-
ference dates.

Hotel check-in time is 3:OOpm. Hotel check-out time is 12:OONoon.

ROOM RESERVATIONS CUT OFF

In order to secure a sleeping room at the Hyatt your reservation must be made not later than October 19, 1996. For
reservations ca11312/565-1234.

ATHLETIC CLUB

Just steps away from the hotel is the Illinois Center Athletic Club. This facility is a 120,000 square foot level luxury health,
fitness, and athletic city club designed to meet the needs of executives and professionals. The Athletic Club houses one of
the largest indoor rock climbing walls at 110 feet tall. Passes for the Club may be purchased at the concierge desk, prices are
as follows: 1 day pass $10.00; 3 day pass $18.00; 5 day pass $27.00.

TRANSPORTATION

Chicago's O'Haze's International Airport is 20-30 minutes from downtown offers a full range of passenger services. Midway
Airport is located 20 minutes.

Continental Air Transport shuttle provides
shuttle service for guests of the Hyatt
Regency Chicago. Shuttle service may be
picked up at curbside at both airports, pend-
ing full vans. One-way from O'Hare is $14.75
per person. One-way from Midway is $10.75.
Round trip tickets may be purchased as well.

Taxi cab costs range from $25.00 to or from
O'Hare, and $15.00 to or from Midway.
Cabs may be found curbside outside the bag-
gage claim areas of each airport. A "shared
cab" service is provided to the major down-
town hotels.

The Hyatt Hotel Chicago offers superb din-
ing and entertauunent in the following five
renowned restaurants and four exceptional
lounges: All Season's Cafe Continental and
Natural Cuisine; Big Bar Continental
Breakfast, salads, pizza etc; J's Deli gourmet
coffee, breakfast bakeries to go; Knuckles
Sports Bar hot dogs; burgers; sandwiches and
munchies; Mrs. O'Learys turn-of-the-century
big Chicago-Sued sandwiches and old fash-
ioned soups; The Skyway breakfast spot and
Stetson's roaring 20's fresh beef and seafood,
gourmet salads and world class appetizers.
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November 10 - 13, 1996 Chicago, Illinois

REGISTRATION FORM
By Mail: By Fes:
EAPA Registration Center ~. 216/963-0319
P.O. Box 26042
Akron, OH 44319

'`Last Name *First Name Credentials

Title EAPA Member II3#

'`Company Affiliation (Use no more than 30 characters)

Address

City State 
~ 

Zip

Phone Fax

Information following (*) asterisks will appear on the conference badge. 
Nickname

Please check here if you require special services

❑ CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FEE ONLY: Includes, conference materials, ATTENDEE PROFILE (select one only)
workshops, e~chibit hall access, receptions, Presidents Banquet, Labor Luncheon, 10 Internal EA Program Administrator/Coordinator/Counselor
Awards Breal~ast and PDHs. Daily fee includes daily meal function only. 11 External EA Provider/Coordinator/Counselor

Category Early Bird: From:
12 Labor Internal EA Program Administrator/Coordinator

07/01/96 to 8/30/96 08/31/96 to 10/18/96
13 Labor F~ctemal EAP Program Administrator/Coordinator

❑ Member $449.00 $519.00 14 Consultant (Does not provide direct EA services)

❑ New Member* $449.00 $519.00
15 Community Relations Representative (Profit &Nonprofit)

❑ Non-Member $549.00 $619.00
16 Therapist/Treatment Provider
17 Managed Care Administrator

❑ Student $175.00 $200.00 18 Human Resource Manager/Administrator
❑ ** Daily $150.00 $175.00 19 What percent of time do you do this work?
**For daily fee check which days) you will be attending: 20 Other: (specify)
❑ Sunday ❑Monday ❑Tuesday ❑Wednesday What type of credit do you need to maintain your credentials?
After 10/18/96 you must register on-site at the conference. 30 CEUs

31 PDHs

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES: 32 NASW
33 CAC/NAADAC/CADAC/CAS

00 ❑ CEU's $20.00 34 Other.
Ol ❑ Fun Run/Walk $25.00 Why did you elect to attend the EAPA Annual Conference?
02 ❑ Women's Breakfast $20.00

❑ EAPA NATIONAL TRAINING COURSES ONLY: (see page 4 for details on these training courses) Registration Fee $
Category SAP Training Confidentiality Elements of EAP
❑ Member $199.00 $199.00 $225.00
❑ Non-Member $249.00 $249.00 $275.00 Training Courses $

check only one:
❑ I am registering to attend the SAP Training Course on Friday, November 8th

Special Activities $
❑ I am registering to attend the Sap Training Course on Saturday, November 9th

check only one:
❑ I am registering to attend the Confidentiality Training Course on Friday, November 8th
❑ I am registering to attend the Confidentiality Training Course on Saturday, November 9th Total Due $
❑ I am registering to attend the Elements of EAP on November 8th and 9th

PAYMENT IS DUE WITH REGISTRATION FORM. Please write registrants names) on the check. Er~1'A c~~~llarion Policy
Make checks payable to EAPA Annual Conference. Or charge to the following credit card: ~~~►lotions muse be is Wiring
❑ Master Card ❑Visa ❑ American E Tess~

*Cancellations received after October 18th are not refundable.
All cancellarions received before October 18th are subject
to a $50.00 adminisrrarive fee.

Cazd # Exp. Date
Office Use Only
Date Recd.
Check No.Signature
Amt. of Check
Total
Date entemdCazdholder's Name
Entered by

*New members joining now may have the member rate.
JULY/AUGUST 1996 EAPA EXCHANGE 41



Sundown M Ranch
Established 1968

The oldest residential alcohol and dYUg addiction treatment center in the state of Washington

We get Results
Our independent out come
studies show 68-72% of
these individuals completing
treatment are still clean and
sober after the first year.

Affordable
Our costs are the most rea-
sonable in the nation. A 21-
day inpatient ADULT stay is
$2520 or $120 per day. A 28-
day inpatient ADOLES-
CENT stay is $3920 or $140
per day. These prices include

Experienced
Sundown M Ranch has been
in operation since March
1968.Over 25,000 adults and
adolescents afflicted with the
disease of alcoholism and
drug addiction have been led
back to sober, productive

't\ Z I mo. ~ ~
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NEw ASSISTANCE _____________~~«__~~_,~_________________-__
Set D-1 ~OOE

COLORfUI HIGH-f~UAIITY POSTERS ARE AN
REAL People
a~i sownoHs

I called
when the
problems -

3
were

getting
too b;g to

handle alone.
It works! ,

REAL p9op!e
a~isownoru With a little

help I
f'~~'' sorted~j ~.~..

I ~. 'out my
~ personal

-Y problems.
You can do

~'a it too!

~~ ~~e
aeai soumoru

I help
people.

+That's my
,aG~ ~' job. But when

I needed a
----- helping hand—

I called.

INEXPENSIVE UJAY TO PROMOTE YOUR
PROGRAM`S SERVICES

ASSISTANCE =s==~=~ OFFER
* A s~stemc~tic c~pproc~ch to communicating dour services

to your target ~o~ul~tion.

* R grogram that is sure to increase dour utilization rate

ancJ promote self-referrol and primary care.

~ Custom ~ersonalizotion on ASSISTANCE° g9=~=~
generates greater ~w~reness oP dour program.

Imprinting with dour program name and
phone number available!

POSTER PRICES
You can buy posters Prices Per Set
either os ~ set or 1-24 sets ....... $12.75 per set

individually. 25-99 sets ..... $10.75 per set
A set includes all 100-249.......... $x.75 per set
eight posters. 250-Up .............. cell for price

Individual posters Individual Poster Prices
mod be ordered at

~ "49 posters ........ $1.90 etchthe prices listed to
50-399 $1.G5 eachthe right. .................
400-Up .............. call For price

Please send me sets or individual quantities below:

D-1901 E D-1902E D-1903E D-1904E

D-1905E D-1906E D-1907E D-1908E

Mail to: Pertormance
Resource Press, Inc.
1270 Rankin Drive, Suite F
Troy, Michigan 48083-2843

or FAX to:(810) 588-6633

Or Call: 1-800-453-7733

If using a purchase order, a copy of the
PO must accompany your order.
All orders payable in U.S. Funds. Make
checks payable to Pertormance
Resource Press.

Name

Organization

Order Subtotal

Imprint Charge

Tax
Michigan orders: Add 6 %sales tar
Canadian orders: Add 7 % GST

Shipping and Handling
Orders tp to 587.99 .......... $6
$88 to $499 ..................... 7
Over $500 ........................ 5

Canada, Hawaii, Alaska: Add 15 % of
order total (a minimum charge of

515.00 applies.) Other countries please
call or FAX for shipping charges.

Total Enclosed

City State/Pn

ZIP/Postal Code Phone

Method of Payment:
Check Visa MasterCard Purchase Order

Cardholder's Name

Card Number

Signature of Cardholder

Phone No. Fax

Date



Excerpted from the 1989 EAPA Exchange:

18th National Conference Makes a
Big Splash in Baltimore

Each of EAPA's standing committees met before, during, or after the conference. The Women's
Issues Committee held both a networking breakfast meeting on Tuesday morning, attended by 85
people, and a workshop program in the afternoon during which Maureen Kelly presented
research findings on women and chemical dependency. Pat Pape discussed the implications for
women at the workplace....

An Open Forum on recertification was held on Tuesday afternoon. Because of a variety of
questions that had been raised throughout the year on the recertification process, some heated
discussions were anticipated. Quite to the contrary, EACC members and the 40 or so meeting
attendees found they were more often in agreement than not. However, the Commission agreed
that it would look into the issues of transferability of CEUs, streamlining the process by which
chapters apply for PDH approval, and others....

The second winner of the annual John J. Hennessy Award, which recognizes an individual for
the advancement of organized labor assistance programs, was named. EAPA President Tom
Pasco presented the award to George Cobbs, coordinator for the ILWU-PMA Members Assistance
Program in San Francisco, California. Cobbs, an EACC Commissioner and former EAPA Labor
Committee chair, expressed his gratitude to EAPA and to Jack Hennessy, in whose name the
award was given. Awards were also given to outgoing EACC members for their work in helping
the EAP field emerge as a profession for thousands of CEAPs. Among those honored were:
George Cobbs (the only person to walk away with a plaque in both hands); Brenda Blair, presi-
dent of Blair Associates, who is the past
chair of the EACC; Jesse Bernstein, presi-
dent Employee Assistance Associates,
who co-chaired the EACC's Subcommit-
tee on Recertification; and Debra
Reynolds, EAP manager for Continental
Airlines, who chaired the EACC's
Marketing Subcommittee.

There's Still Time to Place Your Company's
Ad or Message in the 25th Anniversary
Commemorative Journal!

Our 25th birthday only comes once and we intend to
take this landmark event as an opportunity to compile
information on the keystone events of EAPA's history. Best
of all, this publication will be shared with other associa-
tions, legislators, and leaders who need to know the EAPA
story. Make sure your company is included. Call Lisa Kuo
at 703-522-6272 by August 15 to get in on this powerful
publicity for EAPs.

Participating in the Women's Network were (I to
r, seated): Pat Pape; Joan Bratton; Joanne Pilat,
Women's Issues Committee Chair; Maureen Kelly,
and Betty Reddy; (standing, I to r): Susan Hahn;
Pamela Kennedy; Linda Kirk; and Lin
Inlow. Missing from the photo were
committee member Toby Landesman T"
and regional liaison Diana Stevan. ~

Each issue of the EAPA Exchange will feature a moment from
EAPA's past. If you have photos of special EAPA moments to share

with our members, please call Kay Springer at 703-522-6272.

ANNIVERSARY
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE

HELPING EMPLOYEES



The EACC Welcomes these
LEAPS Who Were Recertified
1 n December 1995

LAST NAME FIRST NAME CITY STATE LAST NAME FIItST NAME CITY STATE

ADAMS HOMER SAMUEL PORTLAND OR KUNERT VANITA SAN FRANCISCO CA*
ALLEN ROYCE W SHREVEPORT LA LEONARD JAMES F LEEDS ME
ASCHNER CLAIRE NEW YORK NY LEVY BRUCE G MII.L VALLEY CA
BE~IMER LAUREN BOULDER CO LIVINGSTON PENELOPE MERCER WA
BINGAMAN DAVID B ELMHURST IL LORENTZ ELISE F SAN DIEGO CA
BISTLINE JOHN L RICHMOND VA LOiJIE JANET READING MA
BLATT CINDY L REHRERSBURG PA MAGNER PETER C BOSTON MA*
BROWN-OLIVER ALISON GRAND RAPIDS MI MAHANES JAMES LOUISVII.,LE KY*
BUXTON-TRUFFER JAN BALTIMORE MD* MARTIN HERBERT SAN DIEGO CA
CASINELLI DENISE SPRING VALLEY CA MATHIAS WII.,LIAM J DE PEKE WI
CATALDI LINDA M OLEY PA MCDONALD MAVIS FOX BELLEVUE WA
CHANDLER ROSS IDABEL OK~ NIICHAELS CANDYCE C LAYTONVILLE CA
CNRI.INO RICK CINNAMINSON NJ MISCHLEY LYNNE A SANFORD MI
COHEN CHERYL BEL;LEVUE WA MITCHELL RAYMOND B ALBUQUERQUE NM*
COLLINS JODIE DENVER CO* MORGART MICHELE CUYAHOGA FALLS OH
COOPER SELDEN F HERSHEY PA* MURPHY JAMES J BALTIMORE MD
CROCHIERE KEITH R TAUNTON MA MURRELL MARIANNE N LAKEWOOD CA
DAMS MARiE B LOVELAND OH NAPLES LYNNE K CICERO NY*
DE ROSA JOSEPH J BURR RIDGE II. NEWKIRK ARTHUR GROVE CITY OH
DENIG ROBERT W LEWISVILLE NC NORD MICHAEL SILVER SPRING MD
DEVII.BISS DAI~TIEL CHRISTIANSBURG VA O'BRIEN EUGENE M HUBBARD OH
DOBBINS LOUANN GRANGER IN O'BRIEN JOAN CATONSVII..LE MD
DODDS LINDA HURDLE MII.,LS NC O'NEILL KEVIN ALLENTOWN NJ*
EDWARDS DOUGLAS FREMONT CA OJAKIAN ELIZABETH BROOKLYN NY
ELWOOD MARY R NORTH BRUNSWICK NJ* PEARCE DON C BELLAIRE TX
FEARONS SABRINA S JAMAICA NY PEIRCE CORING R NAPERVII.,LE IL
FEERST DANIEL FAIl2FAX VA* PEIRCE SANDRA W NAPERVII..LE II,
FORSI-INER ALICE ENGLEWOOD CO PERCY KEVIN W NEW SMYRNA BEACH FL*
FOUTZ SUSAN ADELE FARMINGTON NM* PIERCE WENDY L PRINCETON NJ~`
FRIEDEL TOM SEATIT,E WA POLYOT SUSAN J BANGOR ME
FROUNFELKER KRISTIN CENTERVII.LE OH POPE III HENRY J FARMINGTON CT
GAINOR FLORENCE SACRAMENTO CA* PROUDFOOT KATIE ASBURY NJ
GANDERT SCOTT F FAYETTEVII,LE NC REEVES FERN BATESVII.,LE IN
GOLDSTEIN MARSHA SOMERVII.LE NJ* ROTHENBERG ROBERT NEW YORK NY
HART CATHY WALLED LAKE MI* ROY FRANCES B NASHVILLE TN*
HARTING JAMES FAII2VIEW HEIGHTS ILA` SHARP DORTI'A D GLENDALE AZ
HARTWELL WILLIAM NEW HOPE PA SHERIDAN SUSAN M RICHMOND VA
HEATH ROBIN R MESA AZ SMITH BRADDOCK M YORK PAS`
HERSCHER MARY NEW BERN NC SPORE RONALD C WESTERVII.LE OH*
HESENFLOW RICHARD SAN JOSE CA* TAKAMORI MII{E H BLOONSINGTON IL
HEWITT PAUL E CLEVELAND OH* TALLEY JULIE PACIFTCA CA*
HIGGIN REGINA PORTAGE IN TAYLOR JACK STANLEY FIRCREST WA
IIOURIHAN MICHAEL FX WEST SPRINGFIELD MA TEODO PAUL WHEATON IL
HOWARD JAMES JERFFERSON CITY MO THOME LAYNE ATLANTA GA
HUGHES JAMES MOUNT HOLLY NJ TIBBTTS CAROLE PLANTATION FL
JOHN DAVID W MERCER ISLAND WA TRAYNOR JOHN P BRONXVILLE NY
JORDAN KENNETH R SAVANNAH TN WALKER MARK BETHI.EHEM PA*
KAPLAN GARY N HIGHLAND PARK NJ WANNEMUEHLER ELMER EVANSVII,LE IN
KELLY PAULA NEW MII.,FORD CT* WATSON STEVE D PULASKI VA
KELLY RUSSELL E BRAGG CREEK CANADA WHITE JAMES E HALLOWELL ME
KIEL JAYNE BUFFALO NY WHITE KRISTIN L CEDAR RAPIDS IA
KING JOHN P CHICAGO IL WIIdTERS SUSAN BRISTOL CT
KNIGHT GERALD A KERSHAW SC ZAPORSKI DAVID ROYAL OAK MI

*RENEWED



You are invited to participate in the toiiow~ng adverfising opportunity...

...............................................................................................................................................................................................................
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING:

• Special Recognition Two-Page Spread
• Fuii Page 7-1/4"x9-9/16" (2 rates available based on ad placement)

- SiNer Section
- White Section

• Half Page Horizontal 7-1/4"x4-3/4"
• Quarter Page Vertical 3-5/8"x4-3/4"

Join us in celebrating and making EAPA history! Don't delay - ad spaces are limited! For rates
and information, or to reserve your space, please contact Leesa Kuo at (703) 522-6272.

Ad reservations and camera-ready artwork must be received by August 15, 1996.
EAPA's Commemorative Journal will be distributed at the 25th Annual Conference in Chicago.

* Corporate sponsorship/advertising packages also available.

•ASSOCIAT[OIV•

Employee Assistance Professionals Association
2101 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22201
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